
Let's Make Some Lunch
Recipes Made with Love for Everyone  

Sulhee Jessica Woo

Level up your lunches with over 60 mix-and-match
lunch box ideas from social media “Bento Box
Queen” Jessica Woo

THE PITCH
THE ONLY LUNCH COOKBOOK YOU’LL EVER NEED: Lunch box
cookbooks have been trending for years. But no one knows lunches like
Jessica, the “Bento Box Queen” of social media.

POPULAR CREATOR: Nearly 7 million fans across platforms tune in to
watch Jessica make lunch for her kids and hear her say her widely known
catchphrase: “Let’s Make Some Lunch for My Kids.”

150 CREATIVE LUNCH RECIPES FOR EVERYONE: With over 150 recipes,
and over 60 lunch box combinations–from Chorizo, Egg and Cheese Hot
Pockets to Burrito Bowls and beyond, there’s something for everyone.

WELL-CONNECTED AUTHOR: Jessica has already appeared on Good
Morning America, in Teen Vogue, in the LA Times, and more. She has an
extensive network of famous friends, like @jeenie.weenie (15M),
@thekoreanvegan (5M), and @djlemay2 (16M).

THE BOOK
“Let’s Make Some Lunch for My Kids!” Bento Box Queen Sulhee Jessica Woo
begins every one of her creative TikTok videos with this catchphrase. Since
2020, nearly 7 million people have tuned in to watch Jessica make these
delicious recipes for her three daughters.

Now, in her first cookbook, she shows readers how to make cute and yummy
box lunches that anyone will enjoy. Let’s Make Some Lunch includes over 150
recipes for lunch-makers of all experience levels. She’s crafted over 60 lunch
box ideas, each containing two to three recipes, which can be mixed and
matched to create endless lunch combinations. From “breakfast for lunch” to
sandwiches and wraps to leftover-inspired lunches, there’s something in here for
everyone.

Jessica makes each lunch a celebration, spreading magic with each heart-
shaped sandwich, each love note sealed with a kiss. Think of her as your “lunch
fairy godmother.”
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Simply Delishaas
Favorite Recipes From My Midwestern Kitchen  

Hayden Haas

Get cozy in the kitchen with social media sensation,
Hayden Haas

THE PITCH
VIRAL POTENTIAL: Hayden has already seen viral success with a handful of
his recipes, including his Pizza Roll Nachos and Pumpkin Streusel Muffins.

IDEAL BLEND OF STAR AND CONTENT: This book will enhance the most
popular content that Hayden creates and introduce him to an even wider
audience.

120 RECIPES AND VIGNETTES: In addition to 120 recipes, the book is
overflowing with charming and hilarious stories charting Hayden's culinary
journey.

WELL-CONNECTED AUTHOR: Some of Hayden’s “famous”
friends/followers/brand partners in addition to Molly Yeh and Chrissy Teigen
are: Buzzfeed's Tasty, Jake Cohen, No Kid Hungry, Alex Snograss, Tfal,
StaubUSA, Le Creuset, and Pacific Foods. He's also just signed onto
widespread brand partnerships with Target and Taco Bell.

THE BOOK
Hayden Haas, rising TikTok and Instagram star of @Delishaas, recipe
developer, food stylist, and former personal assistant to Molly Yeh, has written
an easy-to-use, beautifully photographed cookbook filled with his favorite classic
and modern midwestern recipes.

Hayden’s favorite creations in this book bring a sense of nostalgia, community,
and inclusivity. As a member of the LBGTQIA+ community, Hayden is
committed to sharing his belief in the power of food to bring people together. His
passion for cooking coupled with his sharp wit and humor in sharing his stories
and the inspiration for the recipes in the book, guarantee that it will be an
enjoyable and delicious read.

From his Spicy Tomato Skillet, a spectacular fusion of Shakshuka and Eggs in
Purgatory, to his take on the classic, midwestern staple Tater-Tot Hotdish to
Hayden’s delectable Frosted Cinnamon Caramel Rolls, the perfect breakfast and
brunch sweet that combines everyone’s love of cinnamon rolls and sticky buns,
to the crowd-pleasing, pitcher perfect, Strip and Go Naked Cocktail, this book,
truly has something for everyone and every occasion.
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States of Adventure
Stories About Finding Yourself by Getting Lost  

Fitz Cahall

30 exhilarating stories of adventuring across
America and beyond, accompanied by stunning
images from leading outdoor photographers.

THE PITCH
30 INSPIRING STORIES: From adventurers who have traversed breathtaking
and beautiful landscapes in North America, including kayaking the Grand
Canyon, climbing in Yosemite, and snowboarding in the Olympics

GROWING ADVENTURE TOURISM MARKET: The adventure tourism
market is set to grow from $609 million in 2019 to over $1,790,000 million by
2027 (source: Research Dive)

INTRODUCED BY ALEX HONNOLD: Famous for free soloing El Capitan in
Yosemite (a feat no one has attempted before or since) and subject of the
award-winning Netflix documentary, Free Solo

FILLED WITH STUNNING PHOTOGRAPHY: Featuring some of the most
incredible landscapes on earth, this a luxurious purchase for anyone who
likes indulging in wanderlust and armchair travel

THE BOOK
From completing the Great Divide Mountain Bike route in a wheelchair
bike, to swapping the city for vanlife in Yosemite, these 30 stories will
inspire you to pack a rucksack, head outside, and push yourself. 

The campfire tale is ubiquitous in mountain culture. As long as we've climbed,
skied, boated, hiked, or travelled, we've been telling stories. Inspired by the
popular Dirtbag Diaries podcast, States of Adventure showcases some of the
most unbelievable tales from America and beyond. These stories span the
breathtaking landscapes of North America, taking you on adventures across
mountains and woods, through snow, rapids, and up rock faces.

Set alongside stunning imagery from well-known outdoor photographers, these
stories capture a spirit of adventure and wilderness on every page.
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Star Wars The Rise and Fall of the Galactic
Empire

 

Chris Kempshall

An in-world political history of the Galactic Empire of
the Star Wars galaxy

THE PITCH
UNPRECEDENTED Shines a light on the Galactic Empire, one of the most
well-known fictional dictatorships/fascist states ever created, exploring it as a
political entity in a way that has never been attempted before

NEW INSIGHTS reframes and reconsiders known aspects of the Empire and
explores new elements as well, giving fans brand-new information. This title
also includes 16 pages of full colour images

AUTHORITATIVE Written by published military historian Dr. Chris
Kempshall (co-author of Star Wars: Battles that Changed the Galaxy)

ALL-ENCOMPASSING Features content from across the Star Wars movies,
Disney+ series, comics, novels, and video games. Content particularly ties
into Andor (season 2 of Andor releases August 2024)

THE BOOK
A history of the dark times

"So this is how liberty dies—with thunderous applause."
-Senator Padmé Amidala

When Palpatine declared the birth of his new Empire, he expected it would
stand for millennia. Instead, it lasted only 24 years. This is the story of how a
tyrannical regime rose from the ashes of democracy, ruled the galaxy with an
iron fist, and then collapsed into dust.

It is a story of war and heroes, of the power of propaganda and the dangers of
complacency. But most of all, it is a story of normal people trying to live their
lives in the face of a brutal dictatorship.

From the ruthlessness of Darth Vader's campaigns to the horrors of the Tarkin
Initiative, this book offers fresh new insights into the dark entity at the core of
Star Wars.

© AND ™ 2024 LUCASFILM LTD.

THE AUTHOR
Dr. Chris Kempshall is an historian focusing on the First World War and
popular representations of warfare. He currently teaches courses on history and
war at the Bader International Study Centre and is a Senior Research Fellow at
the Centre for Army Leadership, Royal Military Academy Sandhurst.
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On Trial For Murder
 

Emily G. Thompson

The dramatic events of some of the world's most
controversial murder trials

THE PITCH
PROVEN FORMAT: The latest in DK’s internationally successful series of
True Crime paperbacks [LTD: 179,960]

POPULAR GENRE: True crime has never been more popular, with a plethora
of TV dramas and documentaries, podcasts, books etc

VAST POTENTIAL READERSHIP: Over 1.6 million print copies of true-crime
books sold in the US in 2018 (Time Magazine), and 546,903 True Crime
books sold in the UK in 2022 according to TCM chart via Nielsen Bookscan

FAMOUS CASES: Trials include those of Lizzie Borden, O.J. Simpson, Phil
Spector, Ruth Ellis, and Oscar Pistorius

THE BOOK
The stakes are never higher when the charge is murder… 

Explore the riveting twists and turns of some of the most notorious and
controversial murder trials in history, such as the O. J. Simpson, Phil Spector,
and Oscar Pistorius cases.

Each of the trials detailed in this book—the latest in DK's highly successful
series of true crime investigations—dominated the world's news media and
gripped public attention. After examining the evidence, if you had been a
member of the jury, what would have been your verdict? Guilty? Or Not Guilty?
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Slide and Seek First Words
 

A fun and colourful board book with sliders, to help
young children learn simple words

THE PITCH
NOVELTY ELEMENTS TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT: Safe and sturdy
board book with slider surprises inside. Perfect for hands-on preschool play,
promoting memory, and helping little ones build their fine motor skills

THE PERFECT GIFT: The combination of adorable full-colour illustrations,
high-quality interactive elements, and easy to read text makes this a
timeless gift book, perfect for a first reading experience

LEARNING TOOL: Naming and pointing to objects helps little ones "learn
words and, in time, they'll start to copy" (NHS, 2020), meaning that this book
has plenty of re-read potential

PERFECT FOR SHARED READING: Research shows that this is critical in
supporting children's early vocabulary development, and is something that
parents want more of (tandfonline, 2021)

THE BOOK
This interactive board book makes early learning easy and exciting.
Slide through the pages to reveal extra surprises that visually reinforce
ten key words - perfect for little fingers and young minds!

This charming novelty board book of first words helps babies and toddlers
develop early reading skills and expand their vocabulary. Young children will love
the interactive elements and eye-catching illustrations: an inquisitive worm
peeking out of an apple, raindrops falling on an umbrella, and an excited dog
wagging its tail. The easy and clear text makes this book an enjoyable
introduction to first words, and the sliders create an exciting reveal on every
page. This bright, colourful baby book allows readers to get hands-on as they
discover ten key words for young children.

Part of the brand-new DK Slide and Seek series, Slide and Seek First Words
will appeal to little ones and stimulate their early learning.
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Slide and Seek Numbers
 

A fun and colourful board book with sliders, to help
young children learn their first numbers

THE PITCH
NOVELTY ELEMENTS TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT: Safe and sturdy
board book with slider surprises inside. Perfect for hands-on preschool play,
promoting memory, and helping little ones build their fine motor skills

THE PERFECT GIFT: The combination of adorable full-colour illustrations,
high-quality interactive elements, and easy to read text makes this a
timeless gift book, perfect for a first reading experience

LEARNING TOOL: Naming and pointing to objects helps little ones "learn
words and, in time, they'll start to copy" (NHS, 2020), meaning that this book
has plenty of re-read potential

PERFECT FOR SHARED READING: Research shows that this is critical in
supporting children's early vocabulary development, and is something that
parents want more of (tandfonline, 2021)

THE BOOK
This interactive board book makes early learning easy and exciting -
perfect for little fingers and young minds! Slide through the pages to
reveal extra surprises as you count the numbers from 1 to 10. 

Toucans, spaceships, and other exciting objects will introduce babies and
toddlers to the world of numbers in this touch-and-learn board book. With clear
and simple text, this bright board book encourages early learning and
vocabulary building. Touch and Learn Numbers provides lots to talk about, learn
about, and smile about on every page. Babies and toddlers will love the
interactive elements and the eye-catching illustrations: a bright red bus, jumping
frogs, and multicoloured fish swimming underwater. The pages are cleverly
designed to engage young ones and are ideal for interactive preschool play, and
the sliders make for an exciting reveal on every page.

Part of the brand-new DK Slide and Seek series, Slide and Seek Numbers will
appeal to little ones and stimulate their early learning.
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My First Numbers: Let's Get Counting!
 

This busy numbers board book with tabs gets little
ones thinking, talking, and learning numbers and
words!

THE PITCH
LOTS OF LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES: Clear word labels, fun questions,
and engaging photographs get 0-3 year olds talking, counting, and building
their knowledge

EVERY PAGE STIMULATES CONVERSATION, WHICH BUILDS
VOCABULARY: Research shows that “being conversational" while reading
"including talking about and labelling pictures” builds vocabulary (naeyc.org,
2019)

UPDATED TITLE IN A SUCCESSFUL SERIES: DK's My First tabbed board
books have sold 300K+ copies in the UK (Nielsen Bookscan, 2024)

NUMBERS 1-10 AND 20 ON EASY-GRIP TABS: Easy-to-grasp tabs teach
number recognition and encourage preschoolers to turn the pages and
navigate the book, building their fine motor skills

THE BOOK
Let's have fun counting to 10, then up to 20, recognizing numbers, and
saying lots of words!

1 toy train, 2 little feet, 3 spotty ladybirds - it's time to get counting! Babies and
toddlers will love joining in and learning their numbers from 1 to 10, and then up
to 20 in this first counting book that's perfect for sharing and developing
children's speaking, listening, and observation skills.

Each page is dedicated to a number, and there are entertaining play-and-learn
questions and challenges throughout, such as flapping your arms 7 times like a
butterfly, and wiggling 10 fingers! A final recap page gets little ones thinking
about 'less than' and 'more than'.

Inviting and educational, the book is filled with clear, bright photographs of all
sorts of familiar things, from bath ducks to bananas! Word labels accompany
the objects so that babies and toddlers can learn the names of the things they
are counting.

The sturdy board pages are ideal for young children, while the easy-grip tabs
along the top and side (showing the numerals 1 to 10 and 20) encourage
children's fine motor control and promote their number recognition.
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Sparks of Imagination
 

Stephen Hogtun

This picture book shows children and adults alike the
incredible power of their imaginations

THE PITCH
UNIQUE SUBJECT: This book introduces 5-8 year olds to their precious
imagination and teaches them how to look after it so they can use it to thrive

IGNITES CREATIVITY: The book joyfully inspires children’s creativity, visual
thinking, and play - abilities needed for school and beyond

DISTINCTIVE TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS: Stephen Hogtun's gorgeous
use of colour and distinctive text explore the wonder of imagination and make
it accessible to children

FROM THE CREATOR OF THE STATION CAT: Author and illustrator
Stephen Hogtun also wrote The Station Cat, shortlisted for the 2023
Waterstones Children's Book Prize

THE BOOK
A stunning picture book about the power and wonder of your
imagination.

Every child has their own little spark of imagination that is with them, no matter
what comes their way. With it, children can move skies, paint rainbows, shape
clouds, and create whole new worlds. To keep it burning bright, they try tea
parties, become pirates, and follow treasure maps…

Their spark is always with them and is a brilliant listener that never judges. A
spark can also be shared with others to encourage and help them feel strength
and belonging.

In this timely and important book, author and illustrator Stephen Hogtun shows
young readers the inspiration and confidence that can be garnered from the
figments of your imagination. Here’s how to let your imagination SOAR, SOAR,
SOAR!

THE AUTHOR
Stephen Hogtun is an author/illustrator who lives on the west coast of sunny
Norway in an old house overlooking a fjord. His picture books cover serious
topics in a very gentle, child-friendly way and feature visually stunning
illustrations.
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Elizabeth I
Queen of England 1558-1603  

Jonathan Melmoth

Delve into the life of Elizabeth I and discover the
hidden truth of Britain's last Tudor monarch

THE PITCH
COMPREHENSIVE ACCOUNT: Learn something new and exciting about the
life of Queen Elizabeth I on every page

SUCCESSFUL SERIES: Queen Elizabeth II has sold 21,500+ copies and
King Charles III has sold 22,500+ copies (Nielsen Bookscan, 2023)

CHILD-FRIENDLY: Lively illustrations will engage kids, while the simple
language helps build vocabulary and reading skills

SCHOOL-RELEVANT: Historic British monarchs are also covered in the KS2
history curriculum, meaning an active interest in the Queen will already be
established

THE BOOK
Explore the history of the Tudor queen's 45 year reign in this children's
biography, from the publisher of Queen Elizabeth: A Platinum Jubilee
Celebration and King Charles III. 

The fourth book in this captivating series on British monarchs, Elizabeth I
reveals the life and struggles of one of Britain's first queens. From defeating the
Spanish Armada to encouraging the arts in the age of Shakespeare, Elizabeth's
45 year reign is thought to be one of the most glorious in British history.

As one of the monarchs from history included in the KS2 curriculum, this book
about Elizabeth I will supplement your child's learning and curiosity as it reveals
the buried secrets of a queen from long ago.

Bright, playful illustrations and simple, age-appropriate text ensure that this
book is the perfect introduction to the last Tudor queen for little historians
everywhere.

THE AUTHOR
Ben Hubbard is an accomplished non-fiction author with 29 years' experience
in books, newspapers and magazines and over 150 titles for children and adults
to his name.

Jennie Poh studied Fine Art at The Surrey Institute of Art & Design, alongside
illustration courses at Central St Martins, before becoming a children's book
author and illustrator. Her work is influenced by nature and conservation.
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Henry VIII
King of England 1509 - 1547  

Ben Hubbard

Explore the life and times of one of Britain's most
famous kings

THE PITCH
COMPREHENSIVE ACCOUNT: Learn something new and exciting about
Henry's life on every page - from his route to a divorce and the fates of his six
wives to his military victories and his love of parties

SUCCESSFUL SERIES: Queen Elizabeth II has sold 21,500+ copies and
King Charles III has sold 22,500+ copies (Nielsen Bookscan, 2023)

CHILD-FRIENDLY: Lively illustrations will engage kids, while the simple
language helps build vocabulary and reading skills

SCHOOL-RELEVANT: Historic British monarchs are also covered in the KS2
history curriculum, meaning an active interest in the King will already be
established

THE BOOK
Delve into the past and explore the life and reign of Henry VIII in this
biography for children brought to you by the publisher of Queen
Elizabeth: A Platinum Jubilee Celebration and King Charles III. 

The third book in this captivating series, Henry VIII covers all the key moments
in the fascinating man's life, from his struggles to father a son and the fates of
his six wives, to the formation of the Church of England and wars with France
and Scotland.

Bright, playful illustrations and simple, age-appropriate text ensure that this
book is the perfect introduction to the infamous Tudor king for little historians
everywhere. It will supplement your child's learning and curiosity as it reveals the
secrets of a larger-than-life king from long ago.

THE AUTHOR
Ben Hubbard is an accomplished non-fiction author with 29 years' experience
in books, newspapers and magazines and over 150 titles for children and adults
to his name.

Jennie Poh studied Fine Art at The Surrey Institute of Art & Design, alongside
illustration courses at Central St Martins, before becoming a children's book
author and illustrator. Her work is influenced by nature and conservation.
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The Timekeepers: The Tesla Trap
 

SJ King

Tag along with the Timekeepers in these history-
themed adventure stories for 7 to 9 years olds that
will help readers discover the amazing people and
events that shaped our world

THE PITCH
HIGH-PEDIGREE CREATIVE TEAM: DK partner with Working Partners – the
creators of several successful series, including Beast Quest, that's sold
more than 18 million copies

BLENDS FACT AND FICTION: Introduces readers to history by blending a
fun story with real facts, and includes non-fiction section with timelines,
quizzes, and glossary

GLIMPSE INTO THE PAST: Gives children an insight into history, carries
the theme of persistence through adversity, and shows the connection
between past and present

VARIED STORYLINES: In this instalment, Timekeepers travel to USA and
witness a feud between electricity pioneers, Edison and Tesla. It's not long
before sparks fly!

THE BOOK
The Timekeepers are a secret organisation of kids who keep the course
of history on track - and history needs them - a villain called DeLay is
causing chaos! When the hands on their watches start to spin backwards, the
Timekeepers know that DeLay has been up to no good, and it's up to them to
put things right... 

In this instalment, the Timekeepers travel back to 1890s New York City and the
laboratory of Nikola Tesla. On the eve before Tesla is set to reveal his latest
invention, the X-Ray Machine, the time pirate DeLay, disguised as Tesla's rival
Thomas Edison, steals the machine. The Timekeepers begin a pursuit around
NYC in search of the machine to ensure history stays on track.

With a range of adventures that span all of history, The Timekeepers series is
perfect for any adventure lover.

THE AUTHOR
SJ King is the author of the Secret Explorers and Timekeepers series. King
loves museums, libraries, and building machines from scrap. King can usually
be found exploring - from investigating tiny bugs, to trekking up enormous
mountains.
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Dinosaur Club: March of the Ankylosaurus
 

Rex Stone

Travel back in time to the world of the dinosaurs!
Children will be inspired to discover the prehistoric
world with these character-driven adventure stories
for children aged 5 to 7 years old

THE PITCH
HIGH-PEDIGREE CREATIVE TEAM: Made in partnership with Working
Partners, the creators of Beast Quest, which has sold 18 million copies
worldwide (Source: Working Partners)

PACKED WITH DINO FACTS: The series introduces nonfiction to children
who love stories, but also features non-fiction spreads, and is reviewed by
palaeontologist Dougal Dixon for accuracy

EVERGREEN SUBJECT MATTER: Dinosaurs is a subject universally
beloved by kids, making the books highly collectible. In this instalment,
Jamie and Tess encounter Ankylosaurus (ANK-ill-oh-SORE-us) - a herbivore
that was built like a tank, and fight like one, too!

A MODERN UPDATE: Dinosaur Club is a modern revision of the bestselling
Dinosaur Cove series fully updated for a new audience with a brand new
premise, new characters, totally new artwork throughout, and all the latest
dinosaur information and discoveries

THE BOOK
Travel through time to the world of the dinosaurs in this exciting
prehistoric fiction series for children.

Jamie has just moved to Ammonite Bay, a stretch of coastline famous for its
fossils. Jamie is a member of the Dinosaur Club - a network of kids around the
world who love all things prehistoric. Jamie takes his tablet everywhere, just in
case he needs to contact the Club.

Jamie is exploring Ammonite Bay when he meets Tess, a member of Dinosaur
Club who lives in Ammonite Bay too. Tess shows Jamie her favourite place - a
secret cave with fossils all over the walls. They go through a tunnel at the back
and discover some dinosaur footprints. When they walk along them, the two
new friends find themselves back in the time of the dinosaurs! It's amazing, but
dangerous, too - they'll definitely need help from Dinosaur Club...

In this fun, action-packed adventure, Jamie and Tess stage a rescue of a young
ankylosaurus (ANK-ill-oh-SORE-us) that's become stuck in the mud.

THE AUTHOR
Rex Stone is the pseudonym used by Working Partners, the creators of Beast
Quest, Warrior Cats, and other successful series like Animal Ark.
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My Encyclopedia of Very Important Dinosaurs
For Little Dinosaur Lovers Who Want to Know
Everything  

Learn everything there is to know about dinosaurs
through hundreds of fun facts about the prehistoric
world

THE PITCH
DYNAMIC DESIGN: Fun and fresh dinosaur encyclopedia, updated for
reissue, that cleverly combines charming illustrations with dynamic paleoart

ENGAGING TEXT: Text is written in a friendly, witty and fun manner,
featuring a combination of fact-files, detailed paragraphs, labels and speech
bubbles

FACT FILES: Feature spreads include a fact file of essential stats about
each dinosaur that includes size, diet, and period - all colour coded by period
for clarity

POPULAR SERIES: The My Very Important Series has been published in 15
territories, translated into 10 languages, and sold over 400,000 copies
worldwide (Source: Nielson Bookscan and Bookscan Analysis Tool, Jan
2023)

THE BOOK
A children's book that takes you back in time to discover the prehistoric world.
Learn facts about fossils, see Brachiosaurus bones up-close, and discover
dozens of other incredible dinosaurs.

The latest revamped title in the popular My Encyclopedia of Very Important...
series, this visually stunning dinosaur book is something that every young fossil
hunter and dinosaur enthusiast will want to own. Easily accessible to young
readers through a balance of striking images and conversational, age-
appropriate text, this dinosaur encyclopedia will tap into every child's natural
curiosity and answer all their biggest questions about this amazing lost world.

Bursting with up-to-date facts and discoveries, this exciting kid's encyclopedia
includes everything from an in-depth exploration of the triassic, jurassic, and
cretaceous periods and how fossils are made, to detailed profiles of popular
dinosaurs such as Tyrannosaurus rex, Triceratops, and Stegosaurus, to more
unfamiliar species such as Microraptor, Guanlong, and Spinosaurus.
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Myths of China
Meet the Gods, Creatures, and Heroes of Ancient
China  

Xiaobing Wang

A beautifully illustrated collection of more than 20
Chinese myths retold for children

THE PITCH
MORE THAN 20 STORIES COMPELLINGLY RETOLD: Explore ancient
Chinese culture through traditional tales, including The Adventures of the
Monkey King and The Weaver Girl and the Cowherd

AWARD-WINNING ARTIST: Original and stylized illustrations by artist Katie
Ponder on every page

HISTORICAL CONTEXT: Combines the appeal of exciting narrative stories
with a handy reference section that sets the stories in context

IN-DEPTH CORE-REFERENCE MATERIAL: Includes profiles of the gods,
heroes, and creatures of ancient China complete with a pronunciation guide

THE BOOK
Delve into a world of magical creatures, powerful gods and brave warriors in this
thrilling compendium of ancient Chinese myths. With more than 20 exciting
tales alongside fascinating historical information, this is a must-have
introduction for young readers intrigued by the ancient civilization of China.

From the creation of the world to the first emperors, this book charts the full
sweep of ancient Chinese mythology, revealing fascinating elements of culture
and religion along the way. The enthralling stories introduce mighty gods and
mischievous creatures, while a handy reference section is packed with
information about the ancient Chinese people themselves. Learn why the
Chinese New Year is celebrated with lots of noise, how Yi the Archer shot down
nine suns shining in the sky, and how the Chinese zodiac began.

It's time to ride on the back of a Chinese dragon, cross the Milky Way on the
Magpie Bridge, and join the Jade Rabbit on the Moon. This book brings ancient
China to life and is the perfect gift for children who love history and mythology.

THE AUTHOR
Dr Xiaobing Wang is an economist and the research director at the
Manchester China Institute at the University of Manchester. Xiaobing loves
reading and writing, and has a deep knowledge and understanding of the
mythology of ancient China. 
Katie Ponder is an award-winning illustrator whose work has been featured in
exhibitions at Somerset House, and the DK books Greek Myths, Norse Myths,
Egyptian Myths and Goddesses & Heroines. Her inspirations include ballet,
ghost stories, and the greenhouses at Kew Gardens.
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How Technology Works
From Biofuel to Bullet Trains  

An all-in-one encyclopedia that explains the
technology of everyday life

THE PITCH
Lose yourself inside more than 75 super-detailed, meticulously researched
illustrations

Discover the power of how with crisp, clear explanations of how stuff
works in words and pictures

Zoom through the fast-moving world of tech from the micro all the way up to
the macro

Great for STEM learning for children aged 9 and up

THE BOOK
Get inside the machinery of the modern world and understand the science that
makes it all work.

Have you ever been tempted to take the back off your TV? Have you wondered
about what's going on beneath your feet on the street where you live? How
Technology Works lifts the lid on the technology you use all the time but take
for granted. It also takes you to places you'll never get the chance to see, such
as the inside of a nuclear storage facility or the crew capsule on top of a Moon
rocket. The book takes you on a journey of discovery, starting with technology
at work inside the human body before exploring cities and factories and then
blasting off into space. Along the way, you'll lose yourself in super-detailed
illustrations that reveal amazing hidden things and explain how they work.

How Technology Works is an inspiring guide that makes technology fun,
fascinating, and accessible for curious minds of all ages.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241509234 How Everything Works
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Mammoth Maths Workbook
Practise Your Maths Skills with a Little Help from
Some Mammoths  

Practise your maths skills with a little help from
mammoths

THE PITCH
MORE MAMMOTH MATHS: A workbook to write in and "do" as you practise
the skills taught in Mammoth Maths, David Macaulay's unconventional and
highly original guide to numbers

CORE NUMBER SKILLS: Covers key areas of maths: numbers, counting,
calculating, measuring, shapes, handling data, puzzles and codes

PRACTICE AND ACTIVITIES: Ideas are introduced and then reinforced with
exercises and activities

MAMMOTHS MAKE LEARNING FUN: The antics of the curious and comic
mammoths draw unsuspecting children into the maths

THE BOOK
David Macaulay's troupe of ever-inquisitive mammoths help you develop
core number skills and more in this highly original maths workbook. 

Do you struggle to engage with maths? Or are you a maths whizz who wants to
learn more? Whichever you are, in this wonderful workbook to write in and "do"',
Macaulay's endearing mammoths and elephant shrews will take you on a joyful
journey through the basics of numbers, counting, calculating, measuring,
shapes, data, puzzles, codes, and more!

Each maths idea is explained, then reinforced with practice questions and fun
activities. The answers are at the back, so you can check you're getting things
right. Developed in conjunction with a maths teacher, the Mammoth Maths
Workbook covers key areas of the curriculum for children aged 8-11, including
fractions, decimal numbers, percentages, multiplication and division,
measurement, geometry, patterns and sequences, ratio, and probability.

This unique workbook, with mammoths as your guides, is a fun and light-
hearted approach to improving maths skills.

THE AUTHOR
Author and illustrator: David Macaulay

British-American artist David Macaulay is an award-winning author and illustrator
whose books have sold millions of copies in the United States alone. He has
won numerous awards including the Caldecott Medal and Honor Awards, the
Boston Globe-Horn Book Award, the Christopher Award, an American Institute
of Architects Medal, and the Washington Post Children's Book Guild Nonfiction
Award. In 2006 he received a MacArthur Fellowship. His work is renowned for its
humour, detail, and ability to explain complex ideas with simple genius.
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Quiz Yourself Clever! Animals of the World
 

Stunning images, fast facts, and quiz questions on
more than 120 animals

THE PITCH
HUNDREDS OF QUICK-FIRE QUESTIONS Find out what a baby guanaco is
called, where the Moholi bush baby lives, and what the weedy sea dragon
likes to eat

INCREDIBLE IMAGES AND FASCINATING FACTS More than 100 weird
and wonderful animals from across the globe

LEARNING MADE FUN Test yourself, quiz your friends, and impress your
family with fun facts from the animal kingdom

PERFECT POCKET-MONEY PURCHASE Great value for young animal
lovers

THE BOOK
Discover your own inner Attenborough with this fact-packed, quick-
quiztastic book, which covers more than 100 animals, from terrific tigers
to adorable apes!

This amazing book welcomes you to the animal kingdom where you can meet
more than 100 species, from lions to crocodiles to butterflies, and everything in
between. Stunning pictures and fast facts will allow you to amass a wealth of
knowledge in a fun way. Meet familiar creatures, including polar bears and
tigers, and some unusual ones, such as the Mexican red-knee tarantula and the
sea apple cucumber, with each animal having its own quiz questions to test
your knowledge on what you've learned. For even more fun, get friends involved
and quiz each other!

Every creature is shown in beautiful detail, with quiz questions surrounding its
portrait. Turn the page to find the answers to the questions - delivered in fast-fact
style, including what they eat, where they live, how big they are compared to
humans, and more images and facts. It's a jaw-dropping spectrum of animal
types - from fish and birds to insects, reptiles and mammals

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241680391 Quiz Yourself Clever! Rocks & Minerals
9780241680582 Quiz Yourself Clever! Trees of the World
9780241680421 Quiz Yourself Clever! The Periodic Table
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Quiz Yourself Clever! Rocks and Minerals
 

A fun way to learn about rocks and minerals from all
over the world!

THE PITCH
HUNDREDS OF QUICK-FIRE QUESTIONS Find out what emeralds are
made of, which toxic ore is used in car batteries, and which metamorphic
rock makes the Taj Mahal shimmer in the sunlight

INCREDIBLE IMAGES AND FASCINATING FACTS Features over 100 rocks
and minerals from around the world, from common quartz to the rarest red
rubies

LEARNING MADE FUN Test yourself, challenge your friends and impress
your family with a wealth of questions and answers, some nice and easy,
some fiendishly difficult!

PERFECT POCKET-MONEY PURCHASE Great value for budding geologists

THE BOOK
Discover the wonders of our rocky planet with this fact-packed, quick-
quiztastic book

This amazing book welcomes you to Earth's fascinating rocks, minerals, and
gems, from igneous rocks formed deep inside the Earth's molten core to
sparkling emeralds. Stunning pictures and fast facts will allow you to grasp a
wealth of knowledge in a fun way.

The pure form of every rock or mineral is shown via an eye-catching image,
surrounded by quiz questions. Turn the page to find the answers. In no time,
you'll be able to distinguish sedimentary from sandstone, metamorphic from
mudstone, and pyrite from pearl. Discover the unique qualities of each material,
together with how it is used in industry, architecture, art, and science.

You can use the book to test your own knowledge, or challenge your friends and
family. Quiz Yourself Clever: Rocks & Minerals is packed with information on
the world's amazing materials - from rainbow rocks and priceless diamonds to
minerals that glow in the dark!

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241679357 Quiz Yourself Clever! Animals of the World
9780241680582 Quiz Yourself Clever! Trees of the World
9780241680421 Quiz Yourself Clever! The Periodic Table
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Brain Booster Dinosaurs and Other
Prehistoric Creatures
Over 100 Mind-Boggling Activities that Make
Learning Easy and Fun  

A highly illustrated, interactive, and educational
activity book for children aged 8-12

THE PITCH
DINOSAURS AS YOU'VE NEVER SEEN THEM BEFORE! Key topics on
dinosaurs and prehistoric creatures are presented in a unique way - around a
mixture of child-friendly activities and engaging themes

INCLUDES OVER 100 FUN ACTIVITIES AND PUZZLES Write-in exercises,
puzzles, and drawing activities inspire children to truly engage with the
fundamentals of palaeontology

SUPPORTS CHILDHOOD LEARNING Whether at home or in school, as a
resource for teachers or support for parents, Brain Booster: Dinosaurs &
Other Prehistoric Creatures teaches, tests, and reinforces learning

PROMOTES RECALL Integrating information with interactive activities on
every page helps children commit their new-found knowledge to memory

THE BOOK

Learn essential facts about dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures
through interactive, engaging, educational activities and puzzles.

Which was the biggest dinosaur? Why did they die out? Which modern animals
are related to dinosaurs? Brain Booster: Dinosaurs & Other Prehistoric
Creatures covers all these questions and more. Filled with fascinating facts,
detailed illustrations, and over 100 write-in activities and puzzles, this is the
perfect book to keep budding palaeontologists busy, and to inspire children to
truly engage with the fascinating world of prehistoric creatures. Kids aged 8-12
will be occupied for hours as they pore over the information-packed pages and
tackle the wide range of puzzles - including mazes and tangles, code-breakers,
matching games, anagrams, word searches, logic games, classification and
identification games, quizzes, sudoku, odd one out, drawing, and colouring.

Brain Booster is a new series of interactive, educational activity books that
combine accessible information with engaging activities and puzzles. Children
learn through doing, with dozens of activity types to fully engage with and
explore a topic. Designed to support parents, teachers, and educators globally,
these books are ideal for supplementing your child's education at home.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241617939 Brain Booster: Bugs
9780241515174 Brain Booster: Maths
9780241699089 Brain Booster Stars & Planets
9780241699249 Brain Booster Human Body
9780241699270 Brain Booster Volcanoes & Earthquakes
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Brain Booster Stars and Planets
Over 100 Mind-Boggling Activities that Make
Learning Easy and Fun  

A highly illustrated, interactive, and educational
activity book for children aged 8-12

THE PITCH
SPACE AS YOU'VE NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE! Key space topics are
presented in a unique way – around a mixture of child-friendly activities and
fantastical themes

INCLUDES OVER 100 FUN ACTIVITIES AND PUZZLES Write-in exercises,
puzzles, and drawing activities inspire children to truly engage with the
fundamentals of astronomy

SUPPORTS CHILDHOOD LEARNING Whether at home or in school, as a
resource for teachers or support for parents, Brain Booster: Stars & Planets
teaches, tests, and reinforces learning

PROMOTES RECALL Integrating information with interactive activities on
every page helps children commit their new-found knowledge to memory

THE BOOK

Learn essential facts about stars and planets through interactive,
engaging, educational activities and puzzles.

How old is the universe? How was the Earth formed? What lies beyond our solar
system? Brain Booster: Stars & Planets covers all these questions and more.
Filled with fascinating facts, detailed illustrations, and over 100 write-in activities
and puzzles, this is the perfect book to keep aspiring astronauts and
astrophysicists-in-the-making busy, and to inspire children to truly engage with
astronomy. Kids aged 8-12 will be occupied for hours as they pore over the
information-packed pages and tackle the wide range of puzzles - including
mazes and tangles, code-breakers, matching games, anagrams, word
searches, logic games, classification and identification games, quizzes,
sudoku, odd one out, drawing, and colouring.

Brain Booster is a new series of interactive, educational activity books that
combine accessible information with engaging activities and puzzles. Children
learn through doing, with dozens of activity types to fully engage with and
explore a topic. Designed to support parents, teachers, and educators globally,
these books are ideal for supplementing your child's education at home.

ALSO AVAILABLE
9780241617939 Brain Booster: Bugs
9780241515174 Brain Booster: Maths
9780241699072 Brain Booster Dinosaurs & Other Prehistoric Creatures
9780241699249 Brain Booster Human Body
9780241699270 Brain Booster Volcanoes & Earthquakes
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Astrophysics for Supervillains
 

Dr Matt Bothwell

Learn how to destroy the universe with the power of
astrophysics

THE PITCH
EXPERT AUTHOR AND SPEAKER: Dr Matt Bothwell has spoken at the
Royal Institution, New Scientist, the Royal Astronomical Society, and the
British Astronomical Association

HUMOROUS ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATIONS: Black and white line illustrations
bring humour and style and help illustrate scientific concepts

BIG TOPIC SIMPLY EXPLAINED: Thanks to Matt’s background as a
science communicator to the public, his Supervillain Academy makes the
world of astrophysics accessible and fun

LINKED TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM: Chapters are linked to topics that
children are studying at school as part of the science syllabus

THE BOOK
Based on real questions from children, expert author Dr Matt Bothwell
has created the Supervillain Academy to teach astrophysics to middle
graders

"Could you crash the Moon into the Earth? If the Sun explodes, would we all get
vaporised? What’s the weather like on Mercury?"

Discover the answers to these questions and many more at the Supervillain
Academy: the magnificently morbid school for young bad guys-in-training. Facts
about space are all well and good, but discovering that if you threw someone
into a black hole, they would be spaghettified - stretched out long and thin
before getting squashed smaller than an atom – is truly, fascinatingly gruesome.

At the Supervillain Academy, readers will learn about the solar system,
galaxies, the universe, and, most importantly, the answer to the question
“Which planet is entirely populated by robots?”. Perfect for fans of Kay’s
Marvellous Medicine and the Horrible Histories series, Astrophysics for
Supervillains is the first book of the Supervillain Academy series that will have
curious kids keen to get to school on time!

THE AUTHOR
Dr Matt Bothwell is the public astronomer at the Institute of Astronomy,
University of Cambridge. He currently runs the university’s astronomy public
engagement program. He visits more than 100 schools and libraries every year
to talk about space, and runs astronomy evenings for thousands of brownies,
guides, cubs, and scouts. During the 2020 lockdowns, he presented a series of
interactive astronomy lectures for children on YouTube. He is the author of adult
title The Invisible Universe (Why There’s More To Reality Than Meets The Eye),
and his writing has appeared online in The Daily Beast, The Guardian, and
Writer’s Digest.
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Draw with Art for Kids Hub Cute and Funny
Foods

 

The billion-viewed Art For Kids Hub family share
super-fun food-themed drawing activities for the
whole family to enjoy together.

THE PITCH
FROM THE YOUTUBE ART SENSATION Art for Kids Hub drawing lessons
have been viewed an incredible 2.2 billion times

DRAWING IS EASY - ANYONE CAN DO IT! Be amazed at all the cute and
funny food items you can draw with these super clear and accessible step-
by-step lessons

CONTAINS FAN FAVOURITES Features hits from the channel, such as the
cute ice cream Cone (28 million views) and birthday cake (10 million views)

PERFECT FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY Kids are encouraged to draw with
their grown-ups and share the enjoyment and satisfaction of making art

THE BOOK
Millions of viewers have joined the fun and learned to draw with the
YouTube sensation Art for Kids Hub, now you and your whole family can
too!

Dad Rob and his family have built a huge following thanks to their delightfully
accessible lessons that gather the whole family to make art together. Their
unique, easy-to-follow approach puts fun first, encouraging kids to draw in their
own way and be proud of the results.

Every idea inside - from kawaii cakes to cute fruit, silly sushi and lunches that
can talk - encourages you to have fun as a family and fall in love with drawing.
By showing both the kid and adult versions of every food, families can be
creative together and kids can discover the joy in simply drawing and avoid
getting frustrated trying to recreate a perfect image.

THE AUTHOR
Art For Kids Hub is a leading art YouTube channel for kids. In each episode,
dad Rob, mum Teryn and one of their four children - Jack, Hadley, Austin and
Olivia - sit side-by-side and get viewers to join in on their super-fun art lessons.
With new lessons Monday to Friday, Art For Kids Hub' fun-first approach to
drawing has made millions of viewers fall in love with art and come back again
and again.
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Sesame Street Let's Cook Together
With 40 Fun, Healthy Recipes  

A first cookbook for little chefs—and their grown-ups
—who love Sesame Street and making food

THE PITCH
HUGE FANBASE WITH STRONG VIEWERSHIP: Sesame Street has more
than 24 million fans on social media globally! (Social Media Analytics) and
the US launch of Sesame Street’s newest season garnered more than 2.3
billion impressions (Source: DKC analytics)

TRUSTED BRAND AND BEST-LOVED CHARACTER: 75% of parents have
deep trust in Sesame Street and Elmo is one of the most popular and loved
characters on Sesame Street (Source: SesameWorkshop.org; Sesame
Street Brand Tracking, 2Q 2022, Parents of kids 0-5)

FULLY FACT-CHECKED AND TESTED: Introduction to healthy eating,
developed in collaboration with consultants and food experts

HELPS ESTABLISH HEALTHY HABITS FOR LIFE: Fun recipe ideas
encourage kids to enjoy making their own food, inspiring them to try develop
healthy habits, and feel empowered (Source: “Why It’s Important to Teach
Kids to Cook”; HarperCollins)

THE BOOK
Empower children to make healthy choices as they learn to prepare 40
child-friendly recipes.

Elmo, Cookie Monster, and their friends from Sesame Street help make cooking
fun by introducing 40 healthy and yummy recipes! Little chefs and their families
will learn about healthy habits, food prep, cooking tools, and kitchen safety. 

With easy-to-follow instructions, clear photos, nutrition tips, and a guide for
grown-ups, little Sesame Street-loving chefs will be inspired to prepare and eat
healthy dishes that make them say, “Om nom, nom, nom!”

© 2023 Sesame Workshop®
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LEGO Harry Potter Visual Dictionary
With Exclusive Minifigure  

A fully updated and expanded edition of the LEGO®
Harry Potter™ Magical Treasury, featuring new sets
and fun facts about the magical world of LEGO Harry
Potter - plus an exclusive LEGO Harry Potter
minifigure!

THE PITCH
EXCLUSIVE MINIFIGURE: Comes with an exclusive LEGO® Harry Potter™
minifigure which will appeal to fans of all ages, including collectors

NEVER SEEN BEFORE CONTENT: Packed with the new 2023 sets and
minifigures plus behind-the-scenes content including concept art and an
interview with the LEGO Group designers

FULLY UPDATED AND EXPANDED: The book is an expansion of the LEGO
Harry Potter Magical Treasury, with every spread revised and updated, plus
48 all-new pages

ORGANISED BY THEME: The book is organised thematically and covers
each character's minifigures, magical objects, friends, enemies, creatures,
movie moments, and locations

THE BOOK
Explore the magical world of LEGO® Harry Potter™!

LEGO® Harry Potter™ Visual Dictionary is the definitive guide to LEGO Harry
Potter, packed with spellbinding sets, minifigures, and magical accessories,
with an exclusive LEGO Harry Potter minifigure! Meet all the classic LEGO
Harry Potter characters - from Hermione to Hagrid. Discover amazing details of
fan-favourite sets from the Hogwarts Express, 4 Privet Drive, Diagon Alley, and
the epic 6000+ piece Hogwarts Castle. Learn how these magical sets are
created in a behind-the-scenes chapter, which features an interview with the
award-winning LEGO Harry Potter team. Whether you see yourself as a brave
Gryffindor, a loyal Hufflepuff, a clever Ravenclaw, or a cunning Slytherin, find out
everything you need to know about LEGO Harry Potter in this must-have book.
This Visual Dictionary is a fully updated and expanded edition of LEGO® Harry
Potter™ Magical Treasury and features LEGO Harry Potter sets from 2018 to
the latest release in 2024.

© & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR. (s24). ©2024
The LEGO Group.

THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Dowsett grew up playing with lots of LEGO bricks and edited her first
LEGO book in 2009. LEGO Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary went on to sell
over a million copies in its first edition. The first LEGO book she wrote was
LEGO Harry Potter Building the Magical World, which was a No. 1 New York
Times Bestseller.
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LEGO Ninjago Dragons Rising Character
Guide
With LEGO Sora Minifigure  

Meet the new generation of heroic Ninja from LEGO
NINJAGO Dragons Rising - with a Sora minifigure!

THE PITCH
COMES WITH A SORA MINIFIGURE: Comes with a minifigure of one of the
newest NINJAGO characters

BRAND NEW SETS AND IMAGES: Features the newest and latest sets,
characters, weapons, vehicles, and dragons from the new Dragons Rising
series

BEST-SELLING THEME: LEGO NINJAGO is one of The LEGO Group's best-
selling LEGO themes, with more than 200 million sets sold. LEGO NINJAGO
ranked no.10 in the boys' toys category in 2016, and won Activity Toy of the
Year at the TOTY Awards in 2018 (Source: Licenseglobal.com)

IN DEMAND, ON DEMAND: The new show is on ITVX in the UK (with 10
more episodes scheduled for an Autumn release), and Netflix in the US. It
ranks in the 95.5 centile in its genre in the US (Source: Parrot Analytics,
May 2023)

THE BOOK
Discover the newest sets and minifigures from the LEGO NINJAGO World!

Packed with facts on all the coolest NINJAGO characters, including Sora, Arin,
Lloyd, and their amazing dragon friends. Learn about the ninjas’ fierce foes,
incredible vehicles, weapons, mechs, and more, in this essential guide for
LEGO NINJAGO fans.

©2024 The LEGO Group.
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Marvel Incredible Records
Amazing Powers and Astonishing Stats  

Fascinating Marvel comic character stats for young
fans (contains content from Marvel Absolutely
Everything You Need to Know).

THE PITCH
NEW AND UPDATED CONTENT: covering seven more years worth of comic
book characters and events including Moon Girl, Miles Morales, Shuri, and
Ironheart

IDEAL GIFT: for young Marvel comic and movie fans with a playful design
and stunning comic book images

SUCCESSFUL ORIGINAL EDITION: Marvel Absolutely Everything You Need
to Know has a lifetime global net sales volume of 332,044

LARGE FAN BASE: The Marvel Cinematic Universe is the biggest film
franchise ever, grossing over $28 billion at the global box office (Source: The-
Numbers.com)

THE BOOK
Become a Marvel Comics trivia expert with the most mind-boggling
records and stats.

How many suits does Iron Man have? How fast can Captain America run? Did
you know that the Hulk once caught a mountain range weighing 150 billion
tons? Or that Black Widow's electric bolts have a maximum charge of 30,000
volts?

Discover Moon Girl's amazing intelligence, Spider-Man's incredible agility, and
much more. With stunning illustrations and fascinating facts, Marvel Incredible
Records is a must-have for any young Marvel fan! Packed with incredible feats
and records from the heroes and villains of Marvel Comics, from the strongest
and speediest to the most powerful and cunning, and also containing stats and
information from the popular Marvel Absolutely Everything You Need to Know,
this book will wow young fans.

© 2024 MARVEL
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A Kids Book About Bullying
 

Elizabeth Tom

An honest exploration of the impacts of
experiencing bullying and how to cope with it.

THE PITCH
PROMPTS CHALLENGING CONVERSATIONS: Ideal for parents and
educators wishing to initiate conversations with children that might be
struggling with bullying

DIVERSE & INCLUSIVE STORYTELLING: A Kids Co. was born with a
mission to empower a generation of kids through diverse storytelling. The
series features an incredible group of authors who are experts or have first-
hand experience of the topic

BEST-SELLING SERIES: Over 1 million books sold globally across the
collection, with a podcast named ‘Apple Podcasts Best of 2021’;
Listenership across 132 countries

APPROACHABLE & CHILD-FRIENDLY: Type-driven design allows kids
freedom to imagine themselves in the pages with friendly, approachable, and
kid-appropriate tone throughout

THE BOOK
Sometimes kids can be mean. Really mean. While sticks and stones might
break some bones, words will always hurt more. This book explores the
devastating impacts of bullying and how complicated it can be to identify what is
happening.

Meet A Kids Co., a new kind of media company with a collection of beautifully
designed books that kickstart challenging, empowering, and important
conversations for kids and their grownups. Learn more about us at
akidsco.com.

THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Tom (she/her) is a high schooler who enjoys basketball, swimming,
softball, and most of all, horseback riding. She dreams of one day becoming an
equine veterinarian. A hope of hers is to see people love people. Every day she
is excited to see how God works in her life.
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A Kids Book About Mindfulness
 

Caverly Morgan

Mindfulness is more than just being present, it's
knowing who you are.

THE PITCH
TOPICAL SUBJECT: Mindfulness reduces anxiety, stress, improves focus
and creates calm. In this book, children will learn how to incorporate
mindfulness into daily life

SPECIALIST AUTHOR: Caverly Morgan is the founder of Presence
Collective and Peace in Schools, a nonprofit that specializes in teaching
mindfulness to teens and teachers alike

APPROACHABLE & CHILD-FRIENDLY: Type-driven design allows kids
freedom to imagine themselves in the pages with friendly, approachable, and
kid-appropriate tone throughout

DIVERSE & INCLUSIVE STORYTELLING: A Kids Co. was born with a
mission to empower a generation of kids through diverse storytelling. The
series features an incredible group of authors who are experts or have first-
hand experience of the topic

THE BOOK
A clear and enjoyable introduction to mindfulness for children.

Who are you? Are you your thoughts? Are you your feelings? Are you your
hairstyle? Is that who you are? Or are you something more? This book doesn't
just teach kids how to be present with their thoughts-it helps them learn that
mindfulness can lead to understanding WHO they are and WHY that matters.

Meet A Kids Co., a new kind of media company with a collection of beautifully
designed books that kickstart challenging, empowering, and important
conversations for kids and their grownups. Learn more about us at
akidsco.com.

THE AUTHOR
Caverly Morgan (she/her) is the founder of Presence Collective and Peace in
Schools, a nonprofit that specializes in teaching mindfulness to teens and
teachers alike. She has been practising mindfulness since 1995 and created the
first for-credit mindfulness course in public high schools. As an artist and
educator, Caverly brings insight, passion, and humour to her transformative work
with students. As a teacher and public speaker, she shares the visions of
liberation for all with the world at large.
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DK Super Readers Level 2 Avatar Sullys Stick
Together

 

Combining DK's reading program with the world of
Avatar, this book helps kids learn how to read and to
love reading

THE PITCH
BEST-SELLING DK AVATAR RANGE: DK’s Avatar The Way of Water
Visual Dictionary sold more than 192k copies globally, and The Ultimate
Avatar Sticker Book sold more than 51k copies globally, signalling an
appetite for these books in adults and kids alike

OFFICIAL PRODUCT: Created in close collaboration with Lightstorm
Entertainment and Disney, including exclusive access to their extensive
image archive and content library

SUPER READER SERIES: The book is part of DK's long-established reader
series which have sold more than 2 million copies worldwide

LEXILE/CONSULTANT CHECKED: Adheres to levelled reading scheme
guidelines so the grammar, vocabulary, and content are absolutely right for
each stage. Text is checked by literacy consultants in the US and UK to
ensure vocabulary is appropriate for each age group

THE BOOK
Boost your reading skills and meet the family at the heart of James
Cameron’s Avatar!

If Jake Sully, Neytiri, and their children know one thing it’s that wherever they
go, family is their fortress. With this reader, young bookworms can learn all
about the Sullys, the Na’vi and their beloved home Pandora. They’ll discover
some of the incredible creatures that can be found across the land, sea, and in
the skies, and meet the Sullys’ allies along the way.

Packed with amazing imagery, clear and simple vocabulary, and a fun quiz, this
thrilling Level 2 DK Reader will help 5-7 year old Avatar fans build their reading
abilities and confidence while taking an epic voyage across Pandora.

© 2023 20th Century Studios. All rights reserved.

THE AUTHOR
Julia March is a writer and editor with more than 20 years' experience in
children’s books. She has written numerous movie-linked titles for DK, from
larger books such as LEGO Harry Potter: A Spellbinding Guide to Hogwarts
Houses to a plethora of sticker books and DK Readers. Julia lives and works in
London, but dreams of visiting other worlds.
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Austin Like a Local
 

Have authentic experiences and see the cities
through the eyes of the locals with Like a Local

THE PITCH
UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know all the latest trends and openings, and have their fingers
on the pulse

MAKING MAPS EASY: each entry in the guide includes its unique
what3words address so readers can pinpoint exactly where they're heading
and navigate with ease

TOP GREEN DESTINATION: Austin has been named as one of the top 14
sustainable destinations in North America and the Caribbean (Source:
Wanderlust, April 2023)

FOODIE HOTSPOT: Food and Wine ranked Austin as one of the top 10 best
cities for food in the United States (Source: Food and Wine, April 2023)

THE BOOK
Keen to explore a different side of Austin? Like a Local is the book for
you.

This isn't your ordinary travel guide. Beyond Austin's iconic taco trucks are
eclectic dive bars, quirky galleries and hidden swimming spots that locals love -
and that's where this book takes you. Turn the pages to discover:

- The small businesses and community strongholds that add character to this
vibrant city, recommended by true locals
- 6 themed walking tours dedicated to specific experiences such as live music
and Six Square history
- A beautiful gift book for anyone seeking to explore Austin
- Helpful what3word addresses, so you can pinpoint all the listed sights
- A thoughtfully updated second edition, including new places to visit

Compiled by three proud Austinites, and revised and updated for 2024, this
stylish travel guide is packed with Austin's best experiences and secret spots,
handily categorized to suit your mood and needs.

Whether you're a restless Austinite on the hunt for a new hangout, or a visitor
keen to discover a side you won't find in traditional guidebooks, Austin Like A
Local will give you all the inspiration you need.

About Like A Local:
These giftable and collectable guides from DK Eyewitness are compiled
exclusively by locals. Whether they're born-and-bred or moved to study and
never looked back, our experts shine a light on what it means to be a local:
pride for their city, community spirit and local expertise. Like a Local will inspire
readers to celebrate the secret as well as the iconic - just like the locals who
call the city home.

Looking for more on America's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness USA.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.
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DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



Nashville Like a Local
 

Have authentic experiences and see the cities
through the eyes of the locals with Like a Local

THE PITCH
UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know all the latest trends and openings, and have their fingers
on the pulse

MAKING MAPS EASY: each entry in the guide includes its unique
what3words address so readers can pinpoint exactly where they're heading
and navigate with ease

MUSIC HOTSPOT: Fifty Grande ranked Nashville as the number one Best
Live Music City in the US, making this the perfect destination for music
lovers (Source: Fifty Grande, April 2023)

LIBERAL CITY: Nashville has elected its first openly transgender politician.
Olivia Hill, who was born and raised in Nashville (Source: The Guardian,
September 2023)

THE BOOK
Keen to explore a different side of Nashville? Like a Local is the book for
you.

This isn’t your ordinary travel guide. Beyond Nashville’s legendary music venues
are charming farmers’ markets, hidden patio bars and joyful street art murals
that locals love – and that’s where this book takes you. Turn the pages to
discover:

- The small businesses and community strongholds that add character to this
vibrant city, recommended by true locals
- 6 themed walking tours dedicated to specific experiences such as brewery
hopping and musical history
- A beautiful gift book for anyone seeking to explore Nashville
- Helpful what3word addresses, so you can pinpoint all the listed sights
- A thoughtfully updated second edition, including new places to visit

Compiled by two proud Nashvillians, and revised and updated for 2024, this
stylish travel guide is packed with Nashville’s best experiences and secret
spots, handily categorized to suit your mood and needs.

Whether you’re a restless Nashvillian on the hunt for a new hangout, or a visitor
keen to discover a side you won’t find in traditional guidebooks, Nashville Like A
Local will give you all the inspiration you need.

About Like A Local:
These giftable and collectable guides from DK Eyewitness are compiled
exclusively by locals. Whether they’re born-and-bred or moved to study and
never looked back, our experts shine a light on what it means to be a local:
pride for their city, community spirit and local expertise. Like a Local will inspire
readers to celebrate the secret as well as the iconic – just like the locals who
call the city home.

Looking for another guide to Nashville? Explore further with our DK Eyewitness
USA.
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THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Budapest
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
ALWAYS LIST FOR UK ONLY: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing
the fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan,
April 2023)

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the city with
practical information and a selected sight index

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: in 2022 tourism grew by almost 40% in
Hungary, with 4 million visitors to Budapest. (Source: Hungarian
Conservative, 2023)

BIG ANNIVERSARY YEAR: in 2023 Budapest celebrates its 150th
anniversary since the unification of Buda, Pest, and Old Buda, with events
planned throughout the year and in to 2024 (Source: Hungary Today, 2022)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Budapest with DK Eyewitness

A dip in the city's thermal baths. Architectural marvels on every street. Days
spent in cool cafés and nights in raucous ruin pubs. There are so many reasons
to visit Budapest. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness travel
guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Budapest to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the city's buildings and
neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Budapest's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Budapest
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Budapest
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want the best of Budapest in your pocket? Try Top 10 Budapest.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.

One Embassy Gardens, 8 Viaduct Gardens, 
London, SW11 7BW 

Tel: 020 7139 2000 www.dk.com 



DK Eyewitness Egypt
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

GRAND EGYPTIAN MUSEUM OPENING: the highly anticipated GEM is set
to open in late 2023 and will be home to the largest collection of ancient
treasures in the world (Source: Grand Egyptian Museum, 2023)

NEW AIR LINKS: Serving Giza, Sphinx International Airport began
international operations in 2020; it served its first Whizz Air flight in June
2023 (Source: Egypt Independent, 2023)

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: Egypt secured its highest tourist numbers
ever in April 2023 (Source: Egypt Independent, 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Egypt with DK Eyewitness.

A boat trip down the ancient River Nile. Snorkelling off the Sinai Peninsula.
Exploring the vast Valley of the Kings. Egypt offers enough bucket-list
experiences to fill a lifetime. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK
Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

With a brand-new design, beautiful new photography and new inspirational
content, this fully updated guide brings Egypt to life, transporting you there like
no other travel guide does. Inside, you'll find trusted travel advice, expert-led
insights, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on
practically every page, and our unique hand-drawn illustrations, which take you
inside the country's buildings and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Egypt's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Egypt
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Egypt
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want the best of Cairo in your pocket? Try our Top 10 Cairo and the Nile.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
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countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Iceland
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

BRAND NEW GUIDE: this exciting new guide from DK Eyewitness is a
welcome addition to the list

NEW HOT SPRINGS: in 2022, the Hvammsvik hot springs opened in
Hvalfjörður, with TimeOut listing them as the world's number 1 place to visit in
2023 (Source: TimeOut, 2023)

RECORD VISITOR NUMBERS: 2023 is set to be a record year for Iceland's
tourism industry, with visitor numbers predicted to reach 2.3 million - a rise
from 2 million in 2019 (Source: Skift, 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Iceland with DK Eyewitness

A soak in the surreal Blue Lagoon. Salmon and lobster feasts in Reykjavík.
Witnessing the Northern Lights in midwinter. Iceland offers enough bucket-list
experiences to fill a lifetime. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK
Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

This new, first edition brings Iceland to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country's buildings
and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Iceland's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Iceland
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the country easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Iceland
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Want the best of Iceland in your pocket? Try Top 10 Iceland.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Milan and the Lakes
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the Milan
and the Lakes with practical information and a selected sight index

NEW RAIL LINK: from 2025, a new night train will connect Paris to Venice
via Milan, offering more travel routes for UK tourists (Source: Euronews,
2023)

BIG EVENTS IN 2026: Milan and Cortina d'Ampezzo will be co-hosting the
2026 Winter Olympics, which is expected to attract 2m visitors (Source:
NYT, 2022)

THE BOOK
Get closer to Milan and the Lakes with DK Eyewitness

Boat trips around Lake Maggiore. Long evening dinners at lively trattorias.
Leonardo da Vinci's timeless masterpieces. With so much to see and do, Milan
and the Lakes is a must-visit. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK
Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

With a brand-new design, beautiful new photography and new inspirational
content, this fully updated guide brings Milan and the Lakes to life, transporting
you there like no other travel guide does. Inside, you'll find trusted travel advice,
expert-led insights, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs
on practically every page, and our unique hand-drawn illustrations, which take
you inside the city's buildings and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Milan and the Lake's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Milan and the Lakes
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Milan and the Lakes
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Travelling around Italy? Try DK Eyewitness Italy.

THE AUTHOR
At DK Eyewitness, we believe in the power of discovery. We make it easy for
you to explore your dream destinations. DK Eyewitness travel guides have been
helping travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993. Filled with expert
advice, striking photography and detailed illustrations, our highly visual DK
Eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next adventure. We publish
guides to more than 200 destinations, from pocket-sized city guides to
comprehensive country guides. Named Top Guidebook Series at the 2020
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Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards, we know that wherever you go next, your DK
Eyewitness travel guides are the perfect companion.
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DK Eyewitness Norway
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Norway inside and out

CULTURAL HUB: in 2024, Bodø will become the European Capital of
Culture. Over 1,000 events are planned, including Nordland's first ever light
festival in November 2024 (Source: Life in Norway, May 2023)

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES APLENTY: with over 1,500 named fjords along the
57,000 km Norwegian coastline and a chance to see the Northern Lights,
Norway is the perfect place for an outdoor adventure

THE BOOK
Get closer to Norway with DK Eyewitness

A hike around the "Home of the Giants" in Jotunheimen. Watching whales in the
waters of Tysfjord. Dining in Oslo's world-class restaurants. For a vacation to
remember, Norway is hard to beat. Whatever your dream trip involves, this DK
Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings Norway to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country's buildings
and neighbourhoods.

You'll discover:

- our pick of Norway's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
Norway
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of Norway
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Travelling around Scandinavia? Try DK Eyewitness Sweden or DK Eyewitness
Denmark.

THE AUTHOR
At DK Eyewitness, we believe in the power of discovery. We make it easy for
you to explore your dream destinations. DK Eyewitness travel guides have been
helping travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993. Filled with expert
advice, striking photography and detailed illustrations, our highly visual DK
Eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next adventure. We publish
guides to more than 200 destinations, from pocket-sized city guides to
comprehensive country guides. Named Top Guidebook Series at the 2020
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Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards, we know that wherever you go next, your DK
Eyewitness travel guides are the perfect companion.
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DK Eyewitness USA
 

Be inspired and plan your next unforgettable trip
with DK Eyewitness travel guides

THE PITCH
GROWING MARKET SHARE: DK Eyewitness travel guides are showing the
fastest market share growth in the UK YTD (Source: Nielsen Bookscan, April
2023)

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know the USA inside and out

FEWER TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS: the last covid vaccination restrictions on
travellers have been dropped as of May 2023, which Virgin Atlantic predicts
will lead to an increase in transatlantic travel (The Mirror, 2 May 2023)

SOLAR ECLIPSE IN 2024: In April 2024, a total solar eclipse will cross most
of the USA and lead to record-breaking visitor numbers, like in Houlton,
Maine which is anticipating an influx of 40-80,000 visitors (Road Trippers, 6
January 2023)

THE BOOK
Get closer to the USA with DK Eyewitness Seeing the sights of New York
City. Taking a road trip along Route 66. Epic adventures in the Grand Canyon.
The USA offers enough bucket-list experiences to fill a lifetime. Whatever your
dream trip involves, this DK Eyewitness travel guide is the perfect companion.

Our updated guide brings the USA to life, transporting you there like no other
travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights, photographs on practically every page,
and our hand-drawn illustrations, which take you inside the country's buildings
and neighbourhoods.
You'll discover:

- our pick of the USA's must-sees and top experiences
- beautiful photography and detailed illustrations, taking you to the heart of
the USA
- the best spots to eat, drink, shop and stay
- detailed maps and walks which make navigating the country easy
- easy-to-follow itineraries
- expert advice: get ready, get around and stay safe
- colour-coded chapters to each part of the USA
- a lightweight format, so you can take it with you wherever you go

Sticking to one state? Look out for our DK Eyewitness guides to Alaska,
California, Hawaii, Florida and many more.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.
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DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Road Trips France
 

With over 20 detailed itineraries in each guide, Road
Trips helps you plan and enjoy a journey of a lifetime

THE PITCH
PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the country
with practical information and a selected sight index

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know the country inside and out

YEAR OF CELEBRATION: Paris is hosting the Summer Olympic Games
and France is hosting the Rugby World Cup in 2024, both of which will drive
an increase in visitors (Source: BBC, 2023)

TOURIST NUMBERS: tourism in France grew 12.3 per cent in the first
months of 2023. Rural areas in Île-de-France saw Hotel occupancy increase
by 37.4 per cent, suggesting tourists are venturing beyond popular urban
centres (Source: Schengen Visa, 2023)

THE BOOK
Take a road trip to remember with Road Trips France. 

Tranquil valleys, rugged coastline, rolling farmland: France is the perfect
destination for a road trip to remember. With Road Trips France, it's yours to
explore.

Featuring 24 wonderful drives across the country, and packed with detailed
driving instructions and practical information, this easy-to-use guide helps you
discover France at its best. Inside you'll find:

- 24 easy-to-follow scenic driving tours, each lasting one to five days
- A laminated pull-out road map of France, which helps you navigate with ease
- Ways to see more of each area en route, including great viewpoints, delightful
detours, walks through historic towns and villages, outdoor activities, and a
variety of tours and trips.
- Our pick of the best places to stay, eat and shop
- Rules of the road, addresses for satnavs, detailed directions for easy
navigation, road conditions and parking tips, and useful travel, visa and health
information

Looking for more on France's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness France.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
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designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Road Trips Italy
 

With over 20 detailed itineraries in each guide, Road
Trips helps you plan and enjoy a journey of a lifetime

THE PITCH
PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the country
with practical information and a selected sight index

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Italy inside and out

RISE IN VISITOR NUMBERS: Tourism in Italy is bouncing back strongly and
due to exceed pre-pandemic levels in 2023 (Source: BNN Network, 2023)

ITALY IS TRENDING: The success of HBO's The White Lotus has seen a
50 percent rise in internet searches for Sicily, including the hotel where the
show takes place and trips taken by characters (Source: Travel Weekly,
2022)

THE BOOK
Take a road trip to remember with Road Trips Italy. 

Hilltop villages, winding Tuscan roads, miles and miles of dramatic coastline:
Italy is the perfect destination for a road trip to remember. With Road Trips Italy,
it's yours to explore.

Featuring 24 wonderful drives across the country, and packed with detailed
driving instructions and practical information, this easy-to-use guide helps you
discover Italy at its best. Inside you'll find:

- 24 easy-to-follow scenic driving tours, each lasting two to five days
- A laminated pull-out road map of Italy, which helps you navigate with ease
- Ways to see more of each area en route, including great viewpoints, delightful
detours, walks through historic towns and villages, outdoor activities, and a
variety of tours and trips
- Our pick of the best places to stay, eat and shop
- Rules of the road, addresses for sat navs, detailed directions for easy
navigation, road conditions and parking tips, and useful travel, visa and health
information

Looking for more on Italy's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Italy.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Top 10 Brussels, Bruges,
Antwerp and Ghent

 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the region
with practical information and a selected sight index

UPDATED BY LOCAL EXPERTS: this new edition is updated by local
experts, who know Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp and Ghent inside and out

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides
Make the most of your trip to Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp and Ghent with DK
Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering
the very best that Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp and Ghent have to offer and
ensuring that you don't miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly format is
light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and about.

Inside you'll find:

- Top 10 lists of Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp and Ghent's must-sees, including
Antwerp Cathedral, The Grand Palace and The Burg
- Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp and Ghent's most interesting areas, with the best
places for sightseeing, food and drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best outdoor activities, historic sites, art galleries,
Belgian beer and much more
- Easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp and Ghent, plus five
full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10s have been helping travellers to make the most of their
breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp and Ghent's culture, history and
attractions? Try our DK Eyewitness Brussels, Bruges, Ghent and Antwerp.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
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world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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DK Eyewitness Top 10 Montreal and Quebec
City

 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen, YTD)

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of Montreal
and Quebec City with practical information and a selected sight index

FOODIE HOTSPOT: Montreal is rated by the AAA as North America's
gourmet capital, with around 4,900 restaurants, bistros, and sidewalk cafés
(Source: One Young World, 2023)

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

Make the most of your trip to Montreal and Quebec City with DK Eyewitness
Top 10. Planning is a breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best
that Montreal and Quebec City have to offer and ensuring that you don't miss a
thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly format is light and easily portable; the
perfect companion while out and about.

Inside you'll find:

- Top 10 lists of Montreal and Quebec City's must-sees, including the Basilique
Notre-Dame, Parc du Mont-Royal, La Citadelle, Île d'Orléans and Les
Laurentides
- Montreal and Quebec City's most interesting areas, with the best places for
sightseeing, food and drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best outdoor activities, parks and waterways,
historic sites, festivals and events and much more
- Easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of Montreal and Quebec City, plus six full-colour area
maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10s have been helping travellers to make the most of their
breaks since 2002.

Looking for more on Canada's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK
Eyewitness Canada.

THE AUTHOR
At DK Eyewitness, we believe in the power of discovery. We make it easy for
you to explore your dream destinations. DK Eyewitness travel guides have been
helping travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993. Filled with expert
advice, striking photography and detailed illustrations, our highly visual DK
Eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next adventure. We publish
guides to more than 200 destinations, from pocket-sized city guides to
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comprehensive country guides. Named Top Guidebook Series at the 2020
Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards, we know that wherever you go next, your DK
Eyewitness travel guides are the perfect companion.
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DK Eyewitness Top 10 San Diego
 

The perfect guidebook companion while out and
about, with lists of 10 cutting straight to the best of
your destination

THE PITCH
NUMBER ONE POCKET GUIDE SERIES: Top 10 travel guides are the
number one selling pocket guide series in the UK (Source: Nielsen
Bookscan, 2023)

PULL-OUT MAP: the guide includes a laminated pull-out map of the city with
practical information and a selected sight index

COMPLETELY UNIQUE IN THE MARKET: our concise lists of 10 are easily
accessible to all readers, cutting straight to the very best a destination has
to offer - no other publisher approaches travel guides in this way

TOURISM REBOUND: San Diego is recovering faster than LA and San
Francisco post-pandemic, with the 2023 summer season set to be the
busiest since 2019 (Source: KPBS, 2023)

THE BOOK
The world's bestselling pocket guides

Make the most of your trip to San Diego with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning
is a breeze with our simple lists of ten, covering the very best that San Diego
has to offer and ensuring that you don't miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-
friendly format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and
about.

Inside you'll find:
- Top 10 lists of San Diego's must-sees, including the Gaslamp Quarter, Balboa
Park, Coronado, Mission Bay Park and La Jolla
- San Diego's most interesting areas, with the best places for sightseeing, food
and drink, and shopping
- Themed lists, including the best museums and art galleries, beaches, nightlife,
performing arts venues, and much more
- Easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week
- A laminated pull-out map of San Diego, plus four full-colour area maps

DK Eyewitness Top 10s have been helping travellers to make the most of their
breaks since 2002.

Travelling around California? Try our DK Eyewitness California.

THE AUTHOR
Experience the world with DK Eyewitness.

DK Eyewitness' highly visual guides show you what others only tell you, with
easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your trip.

Our travel writers report on what to see, eat, drink and do around the world,
while the very best photographs and illustrations bring cities, regions and
countries to life. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations around the
world, from handy pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides.

DK is the world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully
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designed books for adults and children in over 120 countries.
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Social Situation Survival Guide
How to Meet People, Manage Anxiety, and Feel
Confident in Any Setting  

Michelle Schusterman

Making friends, joining activities, and meeting new
people can be nerve-racking! This guidebook is full
of tried-and-true advice for striking up a
conversation, recovering from an embarrassing
moment, giving a class presentation without freaking
out—and so much more.

THE PITCH
HIGHLY REQUESTED CONTENT – Our audience is asking for more content
to help girls navigate the world today. The expansion of the Growing Up
Powerful series positions us as a leader in the SEL space and taps into the
parent trust in Rebel Girls

RELEVANT TO TODAY’S GENERATION – How To Handle It is specifically
tailored for girls 8-12, and the advice and examples provided are relatable to
the everyday experiences of Gen Alpha

AUTHENTIC STORIES – The inclusion of real-life stories from girls around
the world adds a layer of authenticity and relatability to the book. Readers
can find comfort in knowing that others have faced similar challenges,
fostering a deeper connection with a community of Rebel Girls

ENGAGING ACTIVITIES – Quizzes and interactive activities throughout
make the book engaging and encourage thoughtful participation in the book’s
content. These activities allow readers to reflect on their own experiences in
a more personalized way

THE BOOK
As you grow up, you’ll be presented with all kinds of exciting opportunities:
making friends, discovering what you love to do, and learning new things. But
sometimes these joyful milestones come with challenges.

Certain social situations can feel like navigating a maze. How do you strike up a
conversation with someone new at school or camp? What should you do when
you see someone being bullied? How do you help a friend who is going through
a tough time? Through quizzes, advice from experts, and stories from real girls,
you’ll learn exactly what to do and say when . . .

- You’re the new kid at school, camp, science club—you name it!
- You have a super embarrassing moment
- You want to try something different, like auditioning for the school play
- You hurt someone’s feelings and want to apologize
- And more!

With this book, you’ll feel ready to handle whatever comes your way!

THE AUTHOR
Michelle Schusterman is the author of over twenty critically acclaimed novels for
middle grade and young adult readers. Her books have received starred reviews
from Kirkus, Booklist, and Publishers Weekly, as well as honors including
multiple Junior Library Guild selections, the CBCC Best of 2019 List, ALA’s
Rainbow List and Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers List, and the NC State
College of Education Comic Relief Reading List.
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Michelle is also a developmental editor at Dovetail Fiction, the young adult
imprint of the book packager Working Partners.

Julia Christians is a freelance illustrator living in the deep dark forest of the Harz
Mountains, Germany, with her husband, two kids, and a pack of dogs.
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Motherhood So White
A Memoir of Race, Gender, and Parenting in
America  

Nefertiti Austin

What’s it like to be a Black mother in a world where
the face of motherhood is overwhelmingly white?

THE PITCH
A topic on everyone’s minds: Race is at the forefront of our national
conversation, and this book will encourage discussion and reflection across a
broad audience

Fresh perspective: Nefertiti’s honest narrative voice and unflinching
examination of her experience as a single African American adoptive mother
brings a fresh perspective that hasn’t yet been shared in a commercial
publication

Cover design by iconic illustrator: Debra Cartwright, the artist who created
the iconic cover for Angie Thomas’s international bestseller The Hate U Give,
designed the cover

THE BOOK

The story every mother in America needs to read. As featured on NPR
and the TODAY Show. All moms have to deal with choosing baby names,
potty training, finding your village, and answering your kid's tough
questions, but if you are raising a Black child, you have to deal with a lot
more than that. Especially if you're a single Black mom… and adopting.

Nefertiti Austin shares her story of starting a family through adoption as a single
Black woman. In this unflinching account of her parenting journey, Nefertiti
examines the history of adoption in the African American community, faces off
against stereotypes of single Black moms, and confronts the reality of what it
looks like to raise children of color and answer their questions about racism in
modern-day America.

Honest, vulnerable, and uplifting, Motherhood So White is a fantastic book for
mothers who have read White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo, Stamped from the
Beginning by Ibram X. Kendi, Why Are All The Black Kids Sitting Together in
the Cafeteria? by Beverly Daniel Tatum, or other books about racism and want
to see how these social issues play out in a very personal way for a single mom
and her Black son.

This great book club read explores social and cultural bias, gives a new
perspective on a familiar experience, and sparks meaningful conversations about
what it looks like for Black families in white America today.

THE AUTHOR
NEFERTITI AUSTIN writes about the erasure of diverse voices in motherhood.
Her work around this topic has been short-listed for literary awards and
appeared in the Huffington Post, HuffPost Live, and The Atlantic. Nefertiti’s
expertise stems from firsthand experience and degrees in U.S. history and
African American studies.
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Make Wedding Planning a Piece of Cake
An Easy-to-Use Guide and 12-Month Organizer  

Planning your happily ever f*cking after has never
been so easy (and fun) with this wedding planning
guide and undated planner!

THE PITCH
Everyone's getting f*cking married: Predictions suggest there will be 2.5
million weddings in the US in 2022, the most in almost 40 years! The upward
trajectory of the wedding industry is estimated to continue for at least the
next 5 years

Wedding planning made simple: With the perfect combination of helpful
checklists and guides, and design with a swearing twist, this planner will
appeal to that mass shopper who's looking for a simple wedding guide on a
budget

Multi-use planner: In addition to wedding planning elements, this all-in-one
planner has weekly and monthly grids and tons of colorful stickers to
personalize your planner and highlight other important events in your life

THE BOOK
Planning your happily-ever-f*cking after has never been so easy with this
undated wedding organizer!

Congrats! You’re getting married. But before you tie the d*mn knot, you’ve got
some planning to do. Keep sh*t simple with this easy-to-use undated 12-month
wedding planner and guidebook that makes the whole process a piece of cake.
It walks you through everything from your initial vision to the honeymoon and
everything in-between so you can get to your happily ever after already. With
checklists, prompts, tips, and charts galore, you’ll want to have, hold, love, and
cherish this keepsake and the memories long after your wedding day.

F*CK THE STRESS – This wedding planner is perfect for brides, grooms,
and nearlyweds who want to plan a unique wedding on a budget while
having fun doing it.
PLAN YOUR SH*T – Use the guidebook to organize the whole event with
space for contact information, big picture checklists, vision boards,
budget charts, invitation lists, event lists, attire planning, decorations,
vows, music, flowers, and more.
ROCK YOUR WEDDING – Keep track of all the details and have a fun
time doing it with hilarious and inspirational swears and motivational tips
throughout – and achieve the wedding of your dreams.

The perfect romantic gift for couples, a treat-yourself self-purchase, and the go-
to self-care stress-reliever for brides. Pick up your copy for June wedding
season, Valentine’s Day, birthdays, or even Christmas so that you’re ready for
the big day whenever it comes.

12-MONTH UNDATED WEEKLY ORGANIZER AND WEDDING PLANNER

6”x 9" trim size with flexible softcover for easy, lay-flat writing
Two planner sticker sheets with over 240 colorful, and inspirational journal
stickers for adults with quality adhesive
Undated monthly and weekly spreads with ample writing space and to-do
lists
Monthly motivational quotes and weekly wedding countdown
Wedding tips and vision board space
Elastic band closure
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Environmentally responsible, FSC certified and smudge-free paper
Vibrant and fresh cover design
Notes pages
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Why We Need to Be Wild
One Woman’s Quest for Ancient Human Answers
to 21st Century Problems  

Is it possible to live like our ancient ancestors in the
21st century? One woman decided to find out, her
account now in paperback.

THE PITCH
Unputdownable narrative: Against the odds, one suburban mother
rejected the comforts of modern life and dove headfirst into a Stone Age
lifestyle in the 21st century

Paleo lifestyle is trending: Readers continue to be fascinated by how
ancient humans lived, from diet and exercise to parenting and relationships.
This book brings many of those threads together in one engaging, deeply
researched story

Fascinating author: Jessica Carew Kraft is very mediable and willing to
promote despite her nearly-off-the-grid location, and she has an extensive
network within the rewilding community

Author/story location: Jessica Carew Kraft lives in California. The story
takes place in various locations across the US

THE BOOK
"In the tradition of the best immersive journalism." -A.J. Jacobs, author of The
Year of Living Biblically

A bold examination of how Paleolithic wisdom could solve our 21st
century problems

Jessica Carew Kraft, an urban wife and mom of two, was firmly rooted in the
modern world, complete with a high-powered career in tech and the sneaking
suspicion that her lifestyle was preventing her and her family from truly thriving.
Determined to find a better way, Jessica quit her job and set out to learn about
"rewilding" from people who reject the comforts and convenience of civilization
by using ancient tools and skills to survive. Along the way, she learned how to
turn sticks into fire, stones into axes, and bones into tools for harvesting wild
food—and found an entire community walking the path back from our
technology-focused, anxiety-ridden way of life to a simpler, more human
experience.

Weaving deep research and reportage with her own personal journey, Jessica
tells the remarkable story of the potential benefits rewilding has for us and our
planet, and questions what it truly means to be a human in today's world. For
readers of A Hunter-Gatherer's Guide to the 21st Century and Hunt, Gather,
Parent, Why We Need to Be Wild is a thought-provoking, unforgettable narrative
that illuminates how we survived in the past, how we live now, and how each of
us can choose to thrive in the years ahead.

"Kraft shows us how we could all benefit from being a little less civilized." —
Tiffany Shlain, author of 24/6: The Power of Unplugging One Day a Week

THE AUTHOR
JESSICA CAREW KRAFT is an independent journalist trained in cultural
anthropology, with degrees from the University of London, Yale University and
Swarthmore College. Her reporting on health, culture, tech and education has
been published in The New York Times, The Atlantic, Christian Science
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Monitor, Forbes, San Francisco Chronicle, San Francisco Magazine, Politico,
NBC News, KQED, and many other outlets. She has also taught anthropology,
urban agriculture, and sustainability at UC Berkeley, the Academy of Art
University, California College of the Arts, and the California Institute of Integral
Studies.
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Apples Dipped in Gold
 

Scarlett St. Clair

From USA Today bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair
comes an enchanting novella based on the grisly
world of Grimm fairy tales, the second in a mini-
series.

THE PITCH
A fandom of readers: Scarlett St. Clair is the fan-favorite USA Today
bestselling author of the reimagined Hades X Persephone series, which has
become a viral sensation on TikTok with over 77M views for the first title,
#atouchofadarkness

Stellar seller: Scarlett St. Clair has sold nearly one million copies since
joining Bloom, including over 200K copies of A Touch of Darkness and 165K
copies of King of Battle and Blood.

Steamy romantasy: Scarlett St. Clair is an essential author for high heat
dark fantasy books in the vein of Jennifer L. Armentrout and Sarah J. Maas

Author/story location: Scarlett St. Clair lives in Oklahoma, and her fairy tale
retellings take place in a fantasy world.

Series information: second in the Fairy Tale Retelling series; can be read
out of order.

THE BOOK

From the USA Today bestselling author of A Touch of Darkness and King
of Battle and Blood comes the second in a mini-series of novellas based
on the grisly world of Grimm fairy tales.

Orphaned at a young age, Samara is left under the care of her three horrible
brothers. Just when she thinks she cannot take another day of their abuse, a
handsome prince offers for her hand in marriage.

Samara's brothers agree in exchange for a large dowry, but on her way to her
new kingdom, her carriage is ambushed by Lore, the wicked Prince of
Nightshade.

Samara believes that the fae has snatched away her chance at freedom to
punish her for her crimes against his kind, but punishment is only half of Lore's
plan.

The truth is that the Elven Prince has pined after Samara for seven long years.
She is all he can think about--a toxin in his blood. Can the Prince of Nightshade,
whose power over poisons rivals none in the Enchanted Forest, manage to find a
remedy, or will he succumb to her love?

THE AUTHOR
USA Today bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair is a citizen of the Muscogee
Nation and the author of the Hades X Persephone series, the Hades Saga, the
Adrian X Isolde series, fairytale retellings, and When Stars Come Out.

She has a master’s degree in library science and information studies and a
bachelor’s in English writing. She is obsessed with Greek mythology, murder
mysteries, and the afterlife. For information on books, tour dates, and content,
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The Wrong Bride

Catharina Maura

She’s his fiancée’s younger sister. He’s the man
she’s always loved.

THE PITCH
Every book in the Windsors series has been a #1 Amazon Kindle Store
bestseller and this one kicks it off.

USA Today bestselling author of fast-paced romance novels that break
your heart before giving you a hard-won HEA.

Catharina Maura's e-book sales grow daily and she's ready to break out in
print in a major way.

THE BOOK

She's his fiancée's younger sister. He's the man she's always loved.

When her sister doesn't show up on her wedding day, Raven has no choice but
to take her place — but marriage to Ares Windsor is nothing short of torture.

The elusive billionaire media mogul is the man she's always loved… yet he's
only ever had eyes for her sister.

Married to him at last, Raven is determined to win him over.

After all, everything is fair in love and war.

And this?

This is war.

THE AUTHOR
Catharina Maura writes angsty, fast-paced contemporary romance novels that
break your heart before they lead you to a hard-won happily ever after. Cat lives
in Hong Kong with her husband and a dozen houseplants that all have names,
and when she isn't daydreaming about future characters, she's exploring the
world and seeking out new adventures. You can find Cat's socials and latest
updates here:?https://hi.catharinamaura.com/bio
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The Temporary Wife

Catharina Maura

From the author of The Wrong Bride comes an
angsty and steamy marriage of convenience
romance featuring a billionaire boss and his
secretary.

THE PITCH
Every book in the Windsors series has been a #1 Amazon Kindle Store
bestseller.

USA Today bestselling author of fast-paced romance novels that break
your heart before giving you a hard-won HEA.

Catharina Maura's e-book sales grow daily and she's ready to break out in
print in a major way.

THE BOOK

Luca Windsor is convinced he hates the secretary his grandmother assigned
him, but he knows he can't function without her either. Valentina is highly
professional, and always a step ahead of him. Despite his insistence that he'd
never want her, he loses his composure the second his grandmother mentions
pairing her up with another man. A dance leads to a kiss, and the lines are
blurred.

Except…Luca has always known he'd end up in an arranged marriage, and he
knows Valentina isn't on his grandmother's list (or so our silly hero thinks). He
attempts to distance himself from her again, but is unable to, going as far as
reinforcing a companywide anti-dating policy to keep her from seeing anyone
else.

When Valentina experiences a personal crisis, he demands the ultimate price
for help he'd, unbeknownst to her, already given her: her hand in marriage.

The two start a marriage of convenience, and along the way, they learn they're
better suited than they ever thought possible, leading them to rethink the 3-year
timeline they put on their marriage.

THE AUTHOR
Catharina Maura writes angsty, fast-paced contemporary romance novels that
break your heart before they lead you to a hard-won happily ever after. Cat lives
in Hong Kong with her husband and a dozen houseplants that all have names,
and when she isn't daydreaming about future characters, she's exploring the
world and seeking out new adventures. You can find Cat's socials and latest
updates here:?https://hi.catharinamaura.com/bio
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Catch the Sun
 

Jennifer Hartmann

A brand new standalone YA survivor romance from
Jennifer Hartmann, the fan-favorite author of Still
Beating, Lotus, and June First.

THE PITCH
Excellent success record: Jennifer Hartmann is a USA Today bestselling
author. Still Beating, her most popular novel, has sold over 8,000 print copies
in just its first few months with Bloom.

Trending subject material: Jennifer is writing in the high-angst romance
space, which is increasingly trending on social media and in stores with the
rise of authors like Colleen Hoover.

Social media star: The #JenniferHartmann tag on TikTok has almost 14
million views, and #StillBeating has over 17 million.

Tropes and heat level: Slow burn, coming of age, childhood friends to
lovers, neighbors to lovers, small town, second chance, reverse
grumpy/sunshine; heat level PG-13 for moderate YA heat.

THE BOOK

A brand new YA standalone survivor romance from Jennifer Hartmann,
the fan-favorite author of Still Beating, Lotus, and June First, packed with
the same light-in-the-dark hope for healing in the face of tragedy. Perfect
for fans of If He Had Been With Me, A Thousand Boy Kisses, and Binding
13.

“Kissing you feels like catching the sun…”

At seven years old, Ella Sunbury and Max Manning were inseparable—until life
scattered them in different directions, forcing Ella to abruptly leave town. A
decade later, she returns for their senior year of high school, moving in across
the street from her childhood best friend.

But she’s not the same girl Max once knew.

She now lives in the shadow of her brother: a notorious felon on death row,
convicted of a crime that shook the nation. Reeling from the fallout and shunned
by her peers, all Ella wants is to fade into the background.

Max has little room for distractions, juggling responsibilities for a disabled father
and a distant twin brother. But Ella’s return reignites something within him. He
wants to be close to her again, to understand her…and to turn their friendship
into more.

But as their relationship blossoms, new tragedy strikes, and darkness threatens
to tip their delicate balance. In order to find the light, they’ll have to navigate the
shadows.

And to catch the sun…they must first endure the flames.

THE AUTHOR
JENNIFER HARTMANN resides in northern Illinois with her devoted husband
and three hooligans. When she is not writing angsty love stories, she is likely
thinking about writing them. She enjoys sunsets (because mornings are hard),
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bike riding, traveling, binging Buffy the Vampire Slayer reruns, and that time of
day when coffee gets replaced by wine. Jennifer is a wedding photographer with
her husband. She is also excellent at making puns and finding inappropriate
humor in mundane situations. She loves tacos. She also really, really wants to
pet your dog.
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Madame
 

Sara Cate

Welcome to the Salacious Players Club—where the
rules are simple and no desire is off limits

THE PITCH
Bestselling author: Sara Cate is a USA Today bestselling author writing
steamy taboo romance that readers cannot get enough of

Readers love this previously self-published series: Madame will be self-
published October 2023; BookTok loves Sara Cate with #saracate having
41M views and #saracatebooks 8.6M views

Updated with bonus content: This special edition paperback will have
additional content and new packaging that appeals to the New Adult
crossover readership looking for sexy, forbidden-feeling romance

Author/story location: The author lives in Arizona; the story takes place in
the United States

THE AUTHOR
Sara Cate is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary, forbidden
romance. Her stories are known for their heart-wrenching plots and toe-curling
heat. Living in Arizona with her husband and kids, Sara spends most of her time
working in her office with her Goldendoodle by her side.

You can find more information about her at www.saracatebooks.com.
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Beautiful Villain
 

Rebecca Kenney

Neon Gods meets The Great Gatsby in this spicy
modern retelling with a magical twist.

THE PITCH
Hot subgenre: High heat retellings are very much in the zeitgeist and these
fractured literary fairy tales play with familiar stories in a unique and
compelling way.

Phenomenal hook: Perfect for fans of Katee Robert and Emily McIntire,
with enough heat to set #SpicyTok aflame.

Series information: Beautiful Villain is the first in series of modern, magical
twists on our favorite literary heroes and villains; they stand alone

Story tropes and romance heat level: New Adult, retelling, second
chance for young lovers; R+

Author location: Rebecca Kenny lives in North Carolina

THE BOOK

Seven years ago, I lost him for good. Now he’s back, but is he still the
Jay Gatsby I used to know…or is he something more? Something…
darker.

Daisy Finnegan is looking forward to the endless golden freedom of summer. No
more college, no more pressure, no more worries. But when her cousin goes
missing at an exclusive house party, Daisy is all too ready to confront the
mysterious host…only to discover the wealthy recluse is Jay Gatsby, her
childhood sweetheart—now sinfully hot and impossible to deny.

She could never resist him, and it isn’t long before she’s entangled in a web of
wealth and lies and obsession, culminating in a shocking act of violence that
shatters the summer haze and threatens to drown them all.

But it isn’t until Gatsby is shot through the heart—and survives—that Daisy
discovers the truth of how he clawed his way up in the world: by selling the
secret of immortality to the highest bidder. Now with her friends’ lives at stake,
her own dizzying new powers still volatile, and an unimaginable threat closing in,
Daisy will have to face an impossible choice: Side with the man who claimed
her body and soul? Or with the monsters who would see him lost to her forever?

An addictive and truly original spicy New Adult retelling of The Great
Gatsby with a magical twist.
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Last Twelve Miles
A Novel  

Set in the Prohibition Rum Wars, two women
masterminds try to outwit each other in a compelling
game of ambition, envy and high stakes, from
bestselling author Erika Robuck.

THE PITCH
Fresh setting: Prohibition and the Rum Wars stand out from heavily
published WWII category while maintaining a high-tension conflict.

Real history: Elizebeth Smith Friedman's true contributions to cryptanalysis
and codebreaking add unusual insight and texture about the women of the
rum era.

Beloved author: Erika Robuck receives starred trade reviews and extensive
reader praise and has been a USA Book News Best Books Award Finalist.

Author/story location: Erika Robuck is based in Maryland. The Last Twelve
miles takes place in Washington, D.C., the Florida Keys, and Cuba.

THE BOOK

"Set against the backdrop of the Prohibition Rum Wars, Robuck has
brought two real-life figures to the page with heartfelt intimacy and
crackling suspense. A fascinating read!" — Chanel Cleeton, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author of The Cuban Heiress

Two real, brilliant women on two sides of the law, in a daring game of
cat and mouse…

1926, Washington, D. C.

In the Prohibition Rum Wars, the Coast Guard is losing. Eleven million gallons
of illegal liquor a year have created a booming smuggling economy, with
criminals wreaking havoc on American cities, and everyday citizens thumbing
their noses at Uncle Sam. But the Coast Guard has a new, secret weapon—one
of the husband-and-wife pair who invented cryptanalysis and trained Great War
soldiers—to crack smuggler codes, intercept traffic, and destroy the trade, one
skiff at a time. That secret weapon is a 5’2" mastermind in heels, who also
happens to be a wife and mother: Mrs. Elizebeth Smith Friedman.

Bahamas

When Marie Waite—wife of a rumrunner and mother of two little ones—notices
discrepancies in cargo, she insists on accompanying her husband, Charlie, on a
run from their home in Miami to Nassau. There, not only does Marie witness her
husband’s shortcomings, but she becomes enthralled by Cleo Lythgoe, “The
Bahama Queen,” who announces her retirement while regaling the thugs at the
bar with tales of murder and mayhem on the high seas. In spite of Cleo’s
warnings about a “new man in the government” who seems to know where they
are before they get there, Marie knows an opportunity when she sees it, and
she wants the crown for herself so badly she can taste it.

So begins Marie’s plan to rise as rumrunner royalty long enough to get her
family in the black. What she didn’t count on was that the more sophisticated
her operation grows, the more she comes on the radar of the feds, nabbing
criminals by the daily dozen. Once Marie knows who she’s up against, she’s
more determined than ever to triumph.
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On the other side of the law, Elizebeth is the only codebreaker battling scores of
smugglers. From solving thousands of intercepted codes and ciphers, to riding
along on Coast Guard patrols, to national travel, to testifying in court rooms—all
while managing her household—the strain begins to wear on her. Once the work
becomes personal, and she discovers Marie as a premier adversary, Elizebeth’s
desire to catch the woman becomes almost obsessive.

From the glamorous world of D. C. Intelligence to the sultry shores of the Straits
of Florida, The Last Twelve Miles—a tale of ambition and envy—is based on the
true story of two women masterminds trying to outwit each other in a dangerous
and fascinating game of high stakes.

THE AUTHOR
ERIKA ROBUCK is a national bestselling author of novels Sisters of Night and
Fog, The Invisible Woman, The House of Hawthorne, Fallen Beauty, Call Me
Zelda, Hemingway's Girl, and Receive Me Falling. Erika was once named
Annapolis' Author of the Year, and she resides there with her husband, three
sons, and a feisty miniature schnauzer.
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The Daughters of Olympus
 

Hannah Lynn

A daughter pulled between two worlds and a mother
willing destroy both to protect her... Gods and men
wage their petty wars, but it is the women of spring
who will have the last word

THE PITCH
Strong shelf: the mythic retelling shelf continues to trend and audiences
never tire of Persephone and Demeter's story; this gripping, accessible
retelling features complex female characters and a #MeToo edge perfect for
fans of Claire Heywood and Natalie Haynes

Exciting hook: a fresh emphasis on Demeter's trauma and an emotional
mother daughter story with queer representation, this is a refreshing take on
a classic myth

Accessible read: simple but moving writing plus trade paperback original
packaging makes this perfect for book clubs

Author/story location: Hannah Lynn lives in the UK and the story takes
place in Ancient Greece

Content warnings: violence, sexual assault

THE BOOK
A daughter pulled between two worlds and a mother willing destroy
both to protect her...
Demeter: a goddess of life, living half of one.
Demeter did not always live in fear. Once, she loved the world and the humans
who inhabited it. After an act of devastating violence, though, she hides herself
away among the grasses and wildflowers. Her only solace is her daughter…
Before she was Persephone, she was Core. 
Core is as bright as summer and devoted to her mother, even during their
millennia in exile from Olympus. But she craves freedom. Naïve and determined,
she secretly builds a life of her own—and as she does so, she catches the eye
of a powerful god…
The daughters of Olympus will have the last word…
Then Hades kidnaps Core and renames her as Queen of the Underworld. In the
land without sun, she realizes she may have a chance to gain back what she
thought she'd lost forever. But Demeter will destroy anything—even the humans
she holds so dear—to bring her daughter back. A mother who has lost
everything and a daughter with more to gain than she ever realized, they will
irrevocably shape the world: all in the name of something as human as love.
A lush, emotional read perfect for fans of Madeleine Miller and Claire
Heywood, this is the story of Persephone and Demeter.
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August and Everything After
 

Jennifer Doktorski

After the accident that killed her best friend, a
summer down the shore is the perfect opportunity
for Quinn to grieve and find a fresh start in this
summer romance by The Summer After You and Me's
Jennifer Doktorski. Now with a fresh new package!

THE PITCH
Commercial appeal: The perfect beach read, this novel is full of longing,
broken hearts, and first love, with a hook that readers will relate to. Perfect
for fans of K.L. Walther

Atmospheric, emotional read: Set at the Jersey Shore, this story is full of
details that make for an immersive and emotional experience. Excellent
vacation reading or for feeling like you've traveled "down the shore"

Author connections: The author lives in New Jersey and has connections in
the YA community

Author/story location: Jennifer Doktoski lives in New Jersey and the book is
also set in New Jersey

THE BOOK

One last summer to escape, to find herself, to figure out what comes
next...

Graduation was supposed to be a relief. Except Quinn still has no idea what she
wants to do for the next four years, let alone the rest of her life. Thinking about
the future is impossible when she doesn't feel she deserves one—not when she
feels responsible for the car accident that killed her best friend.

Spending the summer with her aunt at the Jersey shore may be the fresh start
Quinn so desperately needs. And when she meets Malcolm, a musician with
his own haunted past, she starts to believe in second chances. Can Quinn find
love while finding herself?

THE AUTHOR
Jennifer Salvato Doktorski is the author of several young adult novels, including
The Summer After You and Me, a YALSA Teens' Top Ten nominee. She lives
with her family in New Jersey, spending her summers "down the shore," where
everything's always all right. You can find out more about her at
jendoktorski.com.
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A Love Letter to My Library
 

Lisa Katzenberger

A heartwarming picture book love letter to libraries
and all the moments that make them so special!

THE PITCH
Love for librarians: A celebratory picture book is the perfect way to
celebrate and honor librarians who have been key in keeping books
accessible to kids (and adults) in the face of the pandemic and book banning

Library fans are everywhere: According to the American Library
Association, there are 82,300 public and private schools with libraries in the
United States. And according to the Public Libraries Survey report, there are
nearly 172 million registered users

Active author: Lisa Katzenberger is a great self-promoter and is active in
the book community. She also serves on the board of trustees at her public
library

Author and illustrator location: Lisa lives in the Chicago area; Rob lives in
the San Francisco area

THE BOOK
A heartwarming picture book love letter to libraries and all the moments
that make them so special!

Everyone loves visiting the library! Children-and adults alike-enjoy searching the
shelves for new adventures, curling up in their favorite cozy chair during story
time, and even laughing with their friends during arts and crafts. The library has
something for everybody!

Thank you, library, for books in every nook and cranny.

Thank you, library, for taking me on adventures from the seas to the stars.

Thank you, library, for helpers who find the perfect book that I hug hard the
whole way home.

THE AUTHOR
Lisa Katzenberger has been writing stories since she was a child. She lives in
the Chicago area with her husband and two children. Visit her online at
www.lisakatzenberger.com.
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Reindeer Remainders
A Math Story with Plenty of Heart  

Katey Howes

Join the class of reindeer as they try to divide into
groups without leaving anyone out, a problem they
must work together to solve!

THE PITCH
Inclusion Topic: The message of what to do when you or someone else is
left out of the group is perfect for in-person, post-pandemic classrooms,
teams, and other group environments for kids.

Curriculum Tie-in: Children learn about division, grouping, fractions, and
prime numbers in several grades in school, and this book is the perfect way
to reinforce the idea.

Award-Winning Author and Illustrator Combo: Katey Howes' books have
earned awards and starred reviews, and she frequently does author events
and school visits. She currently lives in Pennsylvania. Marie Hermannson
lives near Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina. She is the illustrator of the award-
winning book Listen to the Language of the Trees.

THE BOOK

A delightful rhyming picture book for back-to-school about working
together and including others!

A class of a dozen reindeer is preparing for the big showcase night event when a
new student arrives. This isn't a big deal until it's time to divide in groups, and
there's a leftover reindeer every single time. How will the class make sure
everyone feels included? And what will they learn in the process?

Back matter includes facts about division and prime numbers and practical tips
for what to do when you or someone else is left out of the group.

An excellent read-aloud for both school and home libraries, this is a perfect gift
for back-to-school or any time of year!

THE AUTHOR
KATEY HOWES is an author and poet who loves math and science, and finding
fun ways to bring those things together! Katey's books are often inspired by the
natural world around her, though she has yet to see thirteen reindeer visit the
small Pennsylvania mountain she calls home. You can find Katey online at
kateyhowes.com or on Instagram @kidlitlove.
MARIE HERMANSSON is an illustrator who strives to create illustrations that
cultivate imagination and spark natural curiosity. When she's not working, she
enjoys gardening, hiking, and going to museums. She lives with her family in
North Carolina.
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The Amazing Power of Girls
Meet the Universe's Most Powerful and invisible
Forces  

Mariah Marianayagam

An accessible and beautiful picture book about our
universe's most powerful and invisible forces—girls.

THE PITCH
Author is an expert with a background as an engineer and is passionate
about getting girls excited about science

Personifying the scientific forces is a unique spin on introductions to STEM
and creates a wonderful metaphor of a girl's strength

Writing is gorgeous and feels like poetry, perfect to read again and again

THE BOOK
An accessible and beautiful picture book about our universe's most
powerful and invisible forces: girls.

Light-hearted, I go with the flow.
Feel weighed down? Just let it go.

Scientific forces are part of your everyday life, but you can't see them! How do
you know they are there? Follow seven girls in this unique spin on introductions
to STEM, as they personify and explain each force in their own words, bringing
science to life.

This exciting and beautiful girl-powered, STEM-focused picture book celebrates
the strength of girls and their importance to science.

The Amazing Power of Girls is perfect for teachers and parents looking for:
Girls in STEM books
Introductory kid STEM books
Feminist picture books about STEM, and daring books for girls

THE AUTHOR
MARIA MARIANAYAGAM is a Sri Lankan-Canadian, chemical engineer turned
picture book writer. She lives in Calgary, Alberta, with her husband and two
daughters. This is her first book.
SKYLAR WHITE received her degree in illustration from Rocky Mountain
College of Art and Design. She loves projects that infuse the everyday with a
touch of magic. She lives in New York City with her husband and their cat, Alfie.
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Stop Asking "How Was Your Day?"
444 Better Questions to Help You Connect with
Your Child  

Daniel J. Crawford

A practical and simple tool that helps parents find
questions to ask and a way to connect with their
children day after day

THE PITCH
An Invaluable Resource That Encourages Communication: This book
provides diverse and open-ended questions for parents of schoolchildren of all
ages and walks of life. Some questions are fun, some are deep and
reflective, and some are silly. Ultimately, this book is about communication.

A Simple, Effortless Tool That Can Be Used Again and Again: Designed
to get the ball rolling to encourage openness, connection, and
communication, the book can be easily flipped through to find the right
questions for the appropriate moment.

Helps Parents to Reflect on Their Own Experiences: The book contains
several "Lead by Example" sections that prompt parents to share something
from their own experiences and help them connect with their children.

THE BOOK

A practical and simple tool that helps parents find questions to ask and a
way to connect with their children day after day.

We've all been there: The kids come home from school tired and distracted, and
we try to connect with them by asking the same questions day after day. Well,
this book will help you find the right questions to connect with your child today
and every day.

"How was school?" "What did you learn today?" "Did you have fun?" If we are
lucky, we might get a little more than "Fine" or "It was good" in return. Maybe
we're asking the wrong questions. The good news is that this book will help you
find the right questions to connect with your child every day. Stop Asking "How
Was Your Day?" is an invaluable tool that can be used again and again. Easy to
flip through while waiting in the pickup lane outside school or before sitting down
to dinner, this book provides diverse and open-ended questions for parents of
schoolchildren of all ages and walks of life. Some questions are fun, some are
thoughtful, and some are silly. Ultimately, this book is about communication.

As we all know, communication is a two-way street, and Stop Asking "How
Was Your Day?" alternates the queries with "Lead by Example" sections that
prompt parents to share something from their own experiences to help them
connect with their children.

THE AUTHOR
DANIEL J. CRAWFORD is a writer and father from Michigan. He writes solution-
oriented parenting books, fiction, and screenplays.
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Future Lab: Tomorrow's School
 

Welcome to the school of the future! Futurist tots will
love this amazing primer on the school of tomorrow
while exploring how students will interact with
technology and how self-driving school buses will
take kids home from school

THE PITCH
A New Take on an Evergreen Favorite: There are lots of kids' books
about school. But, today's babies and toddlers will use a tablet before using
a chalkboard and will likely learn with the help of a virtual assistant.
Tomorrow's School is the only title in this popular category with eyes on the
future.

A Primer on the Future for Curious Kids: Kids up to 4 years old will be
delighted with this new take on school, where students and teachers interact
with high-tech gadgets. The last spread has a simple glossary where tots
and parents can read the definitions of some more advanced terms.

The Third Title in a Series: Future Lab: Tomorrow's School is the third title
in the series, which also includes Future Lab: Tomorrow's Farm and Future
Lab: Tomorrow's Town.

THE BOOK
Welcome to the school of the future! Futurist tots will love this amazing
primer on the school of tomorrow while exploring how students will
interact with technology and how self-driving school buses will take kids
home from school. This is the third title in the innovative series Future
Lab, where babies and tots will learn how their world will look a few
years from now.

The day starts early at the future school, where students arrive on electric bikes
and solar-powered scooters, and teachers get help from robots in homeroom!
Digital screen walls display the day's information and lessons, while students
use tablets to follow along. This is not the old schoolhouse of the past, but a
modern school building where students can interact with other kids around the
world in virtual spaces. Smart vending machines, e-trashcans that convert waste
to energy, and self-driving electric school buses are just a few of the things
babies and toddlers will learn about in the school of the future. The last spread
of the book contains a simple glossary where tots and parents can read the
definitions of some more advanced terms.

THE AUTHOR
DUOPRESS LABS creates innovative books and gifts for children and adults.
Recent titles include the TummyTime®, Terra Babies, SmartFlash™, Pop Out,
and High-Contrast series; The Belly Sticker Book; 100 Pablo Picassos; My
Fridge; and A Good Deck.

RODRIGO CORDEIRO is an illustrator and graphic designer based in Brazil. He
is passionate about hand-lettering, calligraphy, good music, pets, and traveling.
Rodrigo has worked on all kinds of editorial projects—especially books and
magazines—and also on packaging, institutional illustrations, and ad
campaigns, among many others.
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My Big Sticker Dress-Up: Cutie Patooties
 

Dress and accessorize all the adorable cutie
patooties in this incredible My BIG Sticker Dress-Up
activity book! Includes extra sticker pages for extra
FUN!

THE PITCH
Reusable stickers offer hours of fun: With over 600 reusable stickers,
outfits and accessories can be used on multiple figures for endless dress-up
options

Screen-free entertainment: Perfect for an on-the-go travel activity or a
screen-free playtime at home, this self-contained activity book encourages
children's unlimited creativity

THE BOOK
Dress and accessorize all the adorable cutie patooties in this incredible
My BIG Sticker Dress-Up activity book! Includes extra sticker pages for
extra FUN!

Children will enjoy screen-free fun with this amazing sticker book that
encourages hours of unlimited imagination and play. From pandas to puppies,
llamas to unicorns, children will love dressing up all the cutie patootie animals
and magical creatures in different clothing and accessory stickers! With 9 pages
of reusable stickers, children will love exploring their creativity by creating their
own outfits, scenes, and of course—STYLE!

Contains over 600 reusable stickers for multiple dress-up options
Outfits and accessories can be used on multiple figures so children
experience unlimited creativity
Perfect for an on-the-go travel activity or a screen-free playtime at home
Makes a wonderful birthday gift, holiday stocking stuffer, Easter basket
stuffer, or any celebration gift

THE AUTHOR
LOUISE ANGLICAS graduated in 2004 and has been working as an illustrator
ever since! She has worked on a variety of projects from children's books to
greeting cards to toy design. Her home studio is located in Gloucestershire, UK.
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